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SWOOP NAMED
2010 BBOC

The National Mascot Associa
tion (NMA) has nameJ Swoop, the
mascot of Roger Williams University, the
20 IO Big Bird on Campus. "Swoop's
cvidenr enthusias1n around campus,
constant involvement with things like
pep rallies and sports events, and his
fun-loving outgoing nature maJe him a
sure canJiJarc from the beginning." said
Gma Douglas, spokeswoman for NMA.
The NMA has hclJ a "Mascot of
the Year" contest annually since 2000
and has become one of the nation's
largest competition� between mascob
yet. The contest hcgan a:-, a way to recog
nize mascots across the country for their
spontaneity, <ledication to promoting
school spirit, community c,1re, and over
all ,punk. Each year, a group of ten Jiffer
ent mascots from schools with varying
populations, locations, and spons
divhions are surveyed and then judgcJ on
certain criteria. The competition
becomes more passionatl' every year as
each school strives ro �ain the honor of

JuJith Kmney,
Martin
Davis,
anc.l Kelley Hammerstein, coma
pro1nised
specia 1 1ist of
requirements to
help them better
evaluate the ten
"This
mascots.
corne�t
has
become
very
to
important
many schools, so
it's important rn
have cri Leria chat
will really let us
dig into who the
mascot� are and
what they do for
the school." says
This
Meyer.
year's contestants
were JuJged on
ro
dedicm1on
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Congratulations,
Class of 2010!
By Crossings Staff Writer

Roger Williams Uni
versity gets ready to say
goodbye and good luck to
its
latest
grad-uating
class, the Class of 2010.
"[The Class of 201OJ
has many accomplish
ments to be proud of and
has set the bar very high
for future classes," said
John King, Vice President
of Student Affairs.
While
creating
this
yearbook, I knew it would
be hard to say goodbye to
this specific class. There

have been many mem
ories with members of this
class for me and it will be
hard to see them go.
However, I know that
this is one of the most
talented classes I have
seen. This class will be be
able to accomplish great
things in this world. I wish
you all good luck in the
world with whatever you
do.
Sincerely,
Q1_ir:-ie Abral,a,nson
Editor, Crossings Yearbook
Photo by Crossings Staff Photographer

The Roger Williams University's trademark clock
tower watches over the entire campus.
Left: The Roger
Williams' Library
and quad are
the centralmost
location on cam
pus. The quad is
host to a slew of
campus-wide
and
activities
festivities, such
as the Involve
ment Fair and
the Winter 1/lumination.

Above: The sprawling campus stretches
across seaside acres
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It Is EASY being green What Can You Do?
RWU takes action to save the planet

The "green" movement has become almost
unavoidable, and RWU is jumping on the
bandwagon.

drink out of
reusable
water bottles

borrow books
and movies
from libraries
instead of
buying them

"It's an issue whose time has come, and it's not
going away," Dr. Loren Byrne said.

bring reusable
bags when
you go
shopping

Green seems to be replacing the university's blue
and gold colors as "Planet Forward," a PBS
series featuring work by RWU digital media
students, premiered in March 2009. Then came
news of an ECO-REPS program, and finally, an
Introduction to Sustainability Studies course
arrived to officially seal the deal.
RWU is formally transforming into a greener
campus. "President [Roy] Nirschel signed us on
to deal with sustainability and energy initiatives,
so it was natural to come up with a program that
would help students understand the right way to
handle the disposal of trash," Scott Yonan,
Assistant to the Vice President of Student
Affairs/Director of Special Projects, said.
54 students applied for the 12 ECO-REP
positions. The group's focus is on making it easier
for students to recycle on campus, whether it is in
the dining hall, or in the residence halls. "ECO
REPS will educate, if necessary. We don't expect
to turn everyone into an eco-fanatic," Yonan said.
4 Section B

The ECO-REPS have some creative ideas, such as
having a Recycling Olympics to combine sports and
recycling to make it more competitive and fun.
The Intro to Sustainability course, which will be taught
by Byrne, Thomas Sorger, and a new anthropology
professor, Jeremy Campbell, is meant to be
interdisciplinary in tackling all aspects of climate
change.
"We would like the course to be a foundation where
students are learning about what all the different
dimensions are in sustainability and how to think
about it, but also, it will be a skill-builder in working in
interdisciplinary
environments,"
said
professor
Marybeth MacPhee, who helped design the course.
"Because we are a small university, we can have the
kind of integration between majors that a bigger
university couldn't."

keep
electronics out
of the trash-
recycle them

shop at the
farmer's
market

"As far as recycling and reduction of power
consumption, we're lagging behind in the area of our
students. Everywhere else on campus, all the facilities
people are on board with the greening of the
university, but when it comes to recycling in the
residence halls, we could be doing a lot better," Yonan
said.
Section B

Help for Haiti C:Omes 1n
Quake's \..X1ake

RWU's Heart for a Cure:

Year round events to benefit a cure for children's cancer
By Rose Kenary
Crossings Yearbook Staff Writer

By Rose Kenary
Crossings Yearbook Staff Writer
January 12, 201O marked a devastating
yet memorable day in history as Haiti was
hit by an earthquake with a catastrophic
magnitude of 7.0 on the Richter scale. The
Haitian government reported that an
estimated 230,000 people had died,
300,000 had been injured, and 1,000,000
250,000
About
homeless.
made
residences and 30,000 commercial
buildings had collapsed or were severely
damaged. By January 24, at least 52
aftershocks measuring 4.5 and greater had
occurred. About 3 million people, roughly
one third of Haiti's population, were
affected by the quake, which matched the
power of several nuclear bombs.
At a time when Haitians were deprived
of basic necessities such as food, water,
and proper hospital supplies, humanitarian
A Haitian woman totes several articles of clothing and other
neccess,t1es ,n effort to re-establish ftfe for herself after the
dev,stat,ng earthquake.

Mr. RWU: Co�tition for a Cause
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Roger Williams University has always been
known as a generous school. Whether it's
giving back to the community or helping
people outside the state, country, or continent,
students and faculty alike are constantly doing
their part to positively benefit others. Like
many of RWU's efforts to help those in and
outside of Rhode Island, one cause in
particular has sparked interest all around
campus. Programs created by IRHA, MSU, Up
'Till Dawn, and ICC are changing lives and
promoting awareness about childhood cancer.
Members and affiliates of these groups
dedicate hours upon hours to create events
that engage the community and gather
support for this cause.
The various forms of cancer, including
childhood cancer, have a common disease
process that causes cells to grow out of
control, develop abnormal sizes and shapes,
ignore their typical boundaries inside the body,
destroy their neighbor cells, and can ultimately
spread (or metastasize) to other organs and
tissues. As cancer cells grow, they demand
more and more of the body's nutrition. Cancer
takes a child's strength, breaks down organs
and bones, and weakens the body's defenses
against other illnesses. In the past two
decades alone, the overall cure rate has
greatly improved with the development of new
treatments and financial contributions from
places like RWU.
In the last nine years, a special and
exciting tradition has developed, as IRHA has
set out to raise money to help find a cure for
childhood cancer and aid those children who
have been diagnosed with the disease. Mr.
RWU, described as a "male beauty pageant
for a great cause" by 2009 contestant Griffin
Labbance, has risen over $120,000 since its
start and all proceeds go to the Children's
Miracle Network of Hasbro Children's Hospital
in Providence.
Each fall, IRHA allows the student body to

VSA

RWU's Bfldge To Haili logo designed by Kenny Ermann '11

groups began struggling to provide aid due
to the extreme nature of the situation.
People from all over the world began
reaching out to Haiti, including members of
the RWU community.
Through RWU's Feinstein Center for
Service Learning and Community En
gagement, the Bridge to Haiti Committee
was formed comprised of faculty, staff and
students. The committee organized several
fundraisers since the earthquake, raising
more than $12,500 through special events,
and private donations from individuals,
including President Roy J. Nirschel, who
donated $5,000. The $17,500 plus total,
with still more funds being donated, will be
divided and allocated three ways. Habitat
for Humanity, Partners in Health, and Plan
USA are the three organizations the funds
will be donated. All three of these
organizations offer a combination of short
term and long-term programs and were well
established in Haiti prior to the quake.
Events held by the Bridge to Haiti
Committee included Valentine's Day sales
of carnations, chocolates, and cookies, the
Hats for Haiti initiative, Cedar Hall RA penny
war, and an art gallery and sale that raised
$5,000. Students, faculty, and staff continue
fundraising for Haiti, a truly special and
important cause.

Ha,11 Fast Facts:

Discovered by Columbus 1n 1492 ·· Ha1ll won us independence from France on January�· 1804
·· Populahon ol about 9 m1ll1on people ·· Haiti 1s the poorest country 1n the Western Hemisphere
·· so00 of the population in Haiti is living under the poverty hne ·· Most Ha111ans live on less than
S2 a day · · Haiti Is slightly smaller than Maryland •• Ha1h has 14 airports, 4 have paved runways
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nominate who they would like to see in the
contest. The ten males that receive the most
nominations are chosen to participate. This
year's contestants were Paul Doolan, Chris
Green, Jake Fisher, Griffin Labbance, Brian
LeDuc, Tim Miodonka, Paul Pettini, Jerome
Pikor, Ian Powers, and 2009 Mr. RWU winner,
John Walsh. Beyond attending mandatory
Sunday night dance rehearsals, the
participants worked tirelessly to raise money
for the cause. This included sending letters to
family and friends, and asking students and
members of the community for donations.
At the end of the fundraising, rehearsing,
and promoting, the night of November 17,
2009, proved to be nothing short of magical as
hundreds gathered in the Fieldhouse to watch
the contestants of the 2009 Mr. RWU
Spectacular. The program included a fun-filled
selection of acts including an opening dance,
athletic and formal wear viewing, a talent
portion, question and answer section, and
finally, the awards ceremony. This year's team
raised $22,000 and President Roy Nirschel
donated a 5% match to the final amount.
Senior and three-time co-chair of Mr. RWU,
Stephanie Olesen, said, "it's been a long
journey. I am going to miss being a part of this
program very much, just because of how
much it means to the community and how
amazing it is to bring together students of all
different parts of our campus for a worthwhile
cause."
Section B

One of the many perks
of being at Roger
Willaims is being by the
water. People are
always willing to take
advantage of this on a
nice day!

Of course people find things to
do in the winter and fall months
as well from going to sporting
events or sledding down the
hills around campus.
One of the most
popular activites
is to go out and
have a good time
with friends,
whether it be to
celebrate a long
week or a
spectacular
birthday!

Of course the
best part of being
at Roger Williams
is spending time
with the friends
that you know will
always be there
for you!

Section B 9

RWU's Heart for a Cure:
c
Y e,r
round events to benefit a cure for children's cancer

RWU's Heart for a Cure:
Year round events to benefit a cure for chi ldren's cancer

t. Jude Children'
esearch Hospita
ALSAC • Danny Thomas, Founder

Fi11din cures. Savin children.

MSU: Red Ca�t for Research
In another effort to find a cure for childhood
cancer and support families in these
devastating situations, student organizaiton,
MSU, has also formed a program to assist a
great organization. An all-student-run fashion
show was held on April 9, 2010, to raise funds
for St. Jude Children's Research Hospital.
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital was
founded in 1962 and is now a leading pediatric
treatment and research facility that focuses on
childhood diseases. St. Jude was started by
entertainer Danny Thomas, who believed that
"no child should die in the dawn of life." Since
1 962, St. Jude has treated more than 1 9,000
children from all over
the world. St. Jude
Children's Research
Hospital employs top
and
re
doctors
searchers who are
constantly conducting
lifesaving research to
help all of the child
ren suffering from
catastrophic
di
seases. Since St.
Jude
opened
its Evan Kras1ck and Gina Prestone
model attJre from the Formal Wear
doors more than 40
scene.

10
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years ago, the cure rate for acute
lymphoblastic leukemia, a dangerous form of
leukemia, has increased from 4% to 94%.
What makes St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital extra special is that the ability to pay
is never an issue for any family. The hospital's
fundraising team, dubbed the American
Lebanese
Syrian
Associated
Charities
(ALSAC), pays all treatment costs that goes
beyond what insurance covers.
MSU's annual fashion show raised about
$ 1 ,000 this year through donations and
admission costs. This production is brought
together by a combination of students who
volunteer as models, MSU members who
organize the show, and stage crew members
responsible for set up, are all commended and
appreciated for putting on this benefit.

Up 1i1. Dawn: Staying Up Lrte l'hrer
Felt So Great!
Also
supporting
St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital
is an event known
'Til
as
Up
Dawn. This event
is hosted by a coll
ection of 1 5 stu
dents and one staff
member who work Members of the RWU Up 'til Dawn
on several aware- team are at the tables working on
their letter campaign.
ness events
throughout the year that lead up to a one night
campaign event. On this night, pre-registered
teams of six or more gather to write letters to
family, friends, and the like to explain the
mission of St. Jude and ask for a donation.
Until midnight, teams write letters while
enjoying music, games, food, and great
company.
While 201 0 marked just the second year of
Up 'Til Dawn at RWU, the group has certainly
made a big impact. The only funding the group
receives is through donations from local
businesses and sponsors. 2009's $1 ,200 was
beaten by 201 O's hefty total of $19,000.

St Baldrick'S Day: G.Jing for Bald for
a. 01ild's Battle

Council
student
The
Inter-Class
organization and the Feinstein Center for
Community
and
Service
Learning
Engagement department are two more RWU
groups that are benefiting childhood cancer
research by supporting an organization called
The St. Baldrick's Day Foundation.
The St. Baldrick's Day Foundation started
when three friends decided to turn their St.
Patrick's Day celebration into a party to benefit
children with cancer. They recruited 1 7
colleagues, planning to raise "$1 7,000 on the
seventeenth," but instead surpassed this goal
and banked $104,000. This one event grew
into the world's largest volunteer-driven
fundraising program for childhood cancer
research, and today, the foundation funds
more in childhood cancer research grants than
any other organization except the U.S.
government. Since 2000, events have taken
place in 24 countries and all 50 U.S. states,
raising over $74 million. A typical St. Baldrick's
Day event includes "shavees" who volunteer
to shave their heads, symbolizing hair loss
during cancer. These volunteers work hard to
fundraise before the event.
On October 25, 2009, in front of the new
Admission and Alumni Building, 30 RWU

students gathered to have their heads shaved,
supported by friends, family, and onlookers.
Hair Experts Salon in Bristol donated time and
equipment to help with the event. An active
coordinator of the event, Nibal Awad, says
that I CC and Feinstein Center for Service
Learning and Community Engagement chose
St. Baldrick's Day "because it is very unique.
Our campus does a lot in raising money for
childhood cancer, but it's not everyday that a
fundraiser asks you to shave your head." I CC
also aimed to have more of an impact outside
of the RWU community and to get the whole
campus involved, a goal they accomplished.
The 2009 St. Baldrick's Day raised a total of
$4,759 with $3,200 of that total coming from
fundraising that individual shavees completed.
Organizations and groups such as these
never cease to spread awareness around
RWU and surrounding communities about
childhood cancer and the bigger, more global
organizations that they so actively support.
After years of events at Roger Williams
University to support the St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, the St. Baldrick's Day
Foundation, and the Hasbro's Children's
Miracle Network, it is clear that this community
has a huge heart for helping children being
affected by these diseases.

Above: Darwin Almonte (left) and Jerrel Burgo (nght)
are two of several shavees from RWU's inaugural St.
Baldrick's Day event during Homecoming and Family
Weekend.
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The Afghan people had not known anything
but civil war in long time, Ling said.
"I just wonder if we thought about the
consequences of arming a country that had
known nothing but war ... ," Ling said.
Ling also talked about the way television
news is presented today, referring to old men
who yell at their viewers and tell them what to
think.
"I find that so ottensive," she said.
She said she finds that a more experiential
way of telling stories works better.
Ling is well-known for her years on The
View, but when she got the job, she was not
very familiar with the show.
" Frankly, I 'd never even seen The View
because I had a job," Ling said.
The show was a great experience for Ling,
she said, as she had never done live
television before.
Ling said she often pitched harder news
stories that her producers rejected.
"That's a nice ettort Lisa, but nobody in
America cares what's going on in the world,"
she said her producers would tell her.
She said her goal on the show was to try
to inspire viewers to think, just once a day.
After the events of 9/1 1 , America was
especially united, Ling said, and on one show,
Ling's comment upset a lot of people.
"Just for a moment, maybe we should ask
why this happened," Ling said on the show of
the attacks.
California-native
the
sent
Viewers
messages telling her to go back to China
because she didn't know what she was talking
about.
Soon after, she left the show and started
working for National Geographic.
"It was a place that was committed to
telling global stories," Ling said.
She told stories about the lost girls in
China and about high security prisons during
her career. She also became a special
correspondent to the Oprah Winfrey Show.
When she walked into the yard of a max
imum security prison, one of the inmates yell-

I '.! Section B

My Miss'10T1

The Fray Rocks Roger

I want to raise
consciousness about
issues and stories that
don't always make the
headlines. I believe
that global awareness
makes a person
smarter and ultimately
more human.
I'm grossed out by
what "news" outlets
masquerade as news.
Mainstream media
focuses on
international locations
only when there's
catastrophe or war. It's
a shame. There are so many fascinating people doing
important things out there.
As a journalist I've been blessed with the opportunity to
travel all over the world. I want this to be a place for
everyone to find out about people and organizations that
I've encountered that are doing good work. I want to
share some of my experiences and invite all of you to
share your thoughts and stories you think should be told.
Let's expand our horizons together.

ed, "Yol I just saw you on Oprah! " she said.
Ling said the key to working on stories is
keeping an open mind and being respectful of
the people involved.
"Keep as open a mind as possible going
in," she said.
Stories are not black and white, she said.
Ling did a story about criminals in the
Congo who rape women and the
consequences of those rapes, including the
women's husbands leaving them. It aired on
the Oprah Winfrey Show and 9 million people
watched it. The show raised $2.5 mi llion for
charities that helped the victims.
"To those people who say that Americans
don't care about what's going on in the world, I
couldn't disagree more, " Ling said.
Allison Collins served as the Managing Editor for the

Hawk's Herald for the 2009-20 10 academinc year.

By Amanda Newman
Hawk's Herald Editor
CEN kicked off its Spring Weekend on
Apr. 28 with the highly opposed concert
featuring internationally-known artist The
Fray.
"The show was more than Dan [Shea,
C EN Traditions co-chair] and I could have
hoped for," said senior C EN Traditions co
chair Cat Stines.
Doors opened at 7 p.m. for the 8 p.m.
concert, which opened with a performance by
pianist and singer Brendan James, followed
by indie rock band Steel Train. Around 9:45
p.m., The Fray took the stage to deliver the
most talked about performance in years.
"Well, this is our first boycotted show,"
The Fray's lead vocalist and pianist Isaac
Slade joked.
According to the band, they were shocked
when informed about the students' adverse
reaction upon announcement of their
performance. Guitarist and fellow vocalist
Joe King said, "We saw the Facebook group
[Roger Williams Students Against The Fray
this spring], and were totally surprised.
"It's just so random. We've never been in
this type of situation before," King said.
The Fray disregarded the negative
reactions, determined to deliver the show of
a lifetime. "It's almost nicer to play smaller
venues because it's more intimate," King
said. "You can do more with the crowd, be
more interactive."
Slade took full advantage of this,
encouraging the crowd to get involved with
the show. At one point, he cut the sound on

his microphone and led the crowd in singing
one of the songs.
Some highlights of the show included
songs from their upcoming third album, which
is currently untitled, as well as their chart
topping hits "How To Save A Life," "Never Say
Never " and "You Found Me." The band
closed the show with the song that catapulted
them into success, " Over My Head ( Cable
Car). "
To make up for the unfavorable reaction to
the show, The Fray rewarded the first hundred
fans in line for the show with a free I-shirt and
a meet and greet with the band after the show.
In the end, the show was deemed a
success. About 500 tickets were sold,
generating a total revenue of $9,220,
according to Gretchen Streiff, the Assistant
Director of Student Programs and Leadership.
The band's meet and greet was a huge hit
with fans, who were more than happy to meet
the performers. The Fray spent over an hour
signing album covers and posing for photos.
Despite the anti-Fray facebook group,
Stines expressed C EN's happiness about the
concert. "It was a really good show, the band
was blown away by the response and
enthusiasm of the crowd, and [Shea] and I
couldn't be happier with the result.
"As a senior, it's definitely something
special to be able to watch your peers
enjoying themselves at something you've
worked hard on," Stines said.
Below: (Left) Students receive wristbands before admittance to the
Fieldhouse tor the content. (Right) Studnets were excited to be able
to purchase merchandise before and after the concert
""r'T'!'I,::
•
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Welcome to . . .

Rhode Island or "Little Rhody", as it
is more commonly called, is consisted
of 400 miles of breathtaking coastline.
Even though it is the smallest U.S.
state by area, it does not fall short of
things to do or places to see. Rhode
Island is actually made up of over
20% of the country's historic land
marks! It borders Connecticut to the
west, Massachusetts to the north and
east, and the beautiful Atlantic Ocean
to the south.
Because it is so fitting, the state
has officially adopted and long held
the motto of "The Ocean State". Nearly
one-tenth of Rhode Island's inland
1 6 Section C

area is covered by salt water, and no
part of the state is more than a thirty
minute drive from the water's edge!
Despite being called Rhode island in
common usage, most of the state lies
on the North American mainland.
Plantations
the
Providence
is
mainland and Rhode Island is the
Aquidneck Island (now composed of
the city of Newport, and the towns of
Middletown and Portsmouth).
Having a history of staunch
independence, Rhode Island was the
first of the thirteen original American
colonies to declare independence from
British rule and the last to ratify the

United States Constitution.
Other than having over 100 beaches,
Rhode Island also offers everything
from heritage and nature trails to
nightlife to vineyards and wineries.
Museums, art galleries, and pre
forming arts centers are scattered all
over the state, so it is hard to not be
interested and involved. Especially
with the Atlantic Ocean in the
backyard, Rhode Island has an
amazing variety of mouthwatering,
top-quality restaurants.
Never underestimate a small state.

Bristol

Honie of the Hawks

Bristol is a town in his
toric Bristol County, Rhode
Island. The population was
22,4669 at the 2000 census.
Bristol, a deep water seaport,
is named after Bristol,
England.
Bristol gained national
fame despite its small size as
a result of having the oldest,
continuously running Inde
pendence Day celebrations in
the United States, earning
the motto, "America's Most

Patriotic Town" - a title
which is often contested, but
never lost.
Bristol's diverse heritage
is influenced by a strong
Portuguese-American
pre
sence, mostly Azorean, and
Italian-American. Major in
dustries include boat building
and related marine indus
tries, manufacturing, and
tourism. The town's school
system is united with
neighboring Warren, Rhode

Island.
Bristol's eclectic shops and
delectable restaurants, water
views from almost all
directions, parks and rec
reation areas with open
space to enjoy, museums, a
rich history, and obviously
the
greatest
university
ever(!) are just a few
examples of the treasures
that you can find here in
Bristol.
Section C
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Providence

Providence i s the capital and the
most populous city of Rhode Island, and
one of the first cities established in the
United States. It is the estimated third
largest city in the New England region,
with an estimated population of
172,459 as of 2007. It anchors the
MSA
estimated
population
of
1,600,856, exceeding that of Rhode
Island by about 60% due to its reaching
into southern Massachusetts. Situated
at the mouth of the Providence River,
on Narragansett Bay, the city's small
footprint is crisscrossed by seemingly
erratic streets and a rapidly changing
demographic using them.
Providence was founded in 1636 by
1 s Section C

Roger Williams, a religious exile from
the Massachusetts Bay Colony. He
named the area in honor of "God's
merciful Providence", which he believed
was responsible for his finding such a
haven to settle. After being one of the
first cities in the country to
industrialize, Providence became noted
for its jewelry and silverware industry.
Today, Providence alone is home to
eight hospitals and seven institutions
of higher learning, which has shifted
the city's economy into service in
dustries, though it still retains sig
nificant manufacturing work. The city
was once nicknamed the :Beehive of
Industry", while today "The Renais
sance City" is more common. Provi-

dence is one of the favorites of Rage,'
Williams students, offering a wid1
variety of delicious restaurants,
nightlife, and the Providence Place
Mall, of course!
Museums and planetariums are also
scattered around Providence, but the
Roger Williams Park Zoo is a hit with
most of the visitors. Waterfire is also
an event Providence is extremely noted
for. It is a series of 100 bonfires that
blaze just above the water's surface of
three rivers that pass through the
middle of downtown Providence. It has
been praised by residents and
international visitors alike as a
powerful and moving symbol of
Providence' s renaissance.

Newport
Newport is a city on Aquidneck
Island, about 30 miles south of
Providence. Known as a New England
summer resort and for the famous
Newport Mansions, it is the home of
Salve Regina University and Naval
Station Newport which houses the
United States Naval War College, the
Naval Undersea Warfare Center, and a
major United States Navy training
center. The city is the seat of Newport
County.
Newport was known for being one of
the "Summer White Houses" during the

administrations of Presidents Dwight
D. Eisenhower and John F. Kennedy.
Newport is home to miles of scenic
coastline ideal for exhilarating sailing
excursions, relaxing beach time, and
rejuvenating walks.
For those whose heart lies in
architecture, design, and history New
port offers tours of opulent mansions,
interesting museums, and a number of
walking tours that reveal the history
and charm of the city. For a mouth
watering getaway, visitors can enjoy a
tour and tasting at the three local vine-

yards followed by a memorable dining
experience at a waterfront restaurant.
For visitors looking to take a bit of
Newport style home with them, the
city's quaint wharves and cobblestone
streets are a mix of unique shops and
galleries. Complementing it all is a year
round calendar of special events
ranging from nautical events to music
festivals to professional sports
tournaments, ensuring that there is
always something happening in
Newport!
Section C
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School of Education

"Making art is transformative; students gain greater self
awareness and freedom of thought. My challenge is to br
ing about these kinds of transformations by engaging stu
-dents in projects that allow for the mystery, surprise and invention of the creative
process to emerge; the reward is seeing this occur both in my students' work and
-Elizabeth Duffy, Assistant Professor
in my own."

" I eagerly anticipate every new day at RWU- teaching and
learning with my remarkable students and
colleagues."
- Susan Pasquarelli. Professor

"I believe our success is measured by the extent to which we can guide students to develop and use
contextual knowledge in whatever pursuit they choose. This requires, in part, a commitment to nuanced
thinking and challenges us to move beyond the currently popular, bombastic form of social dialogue, i.e.
-Ann Winfield, Associate Professor
shades of gray rather than black and white."

Gabelli School of Business

"The business school has a very energizing environment. Students are
so enthusiastic, and that makes teaching here a lot of fun."
-Sue Bosco, Associate Professor

"The best thing about engineering? It's the bridge
between science, technology, and the 2 1 st century."
-Tony Ataya, Professor
22
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"This is my first year here, and faculty and students have been
extremely welcoming and made me feel at home. I've been so impressed
by students' energy and enthusiasm, for finance in particular."
-Bryan Schmutz, Assistant Professor

Section D 2J

Feinstein Coll�e of Arts and Sciences j
Sch00of Justice Studies

MJrine

&

NJturJl Sciences

and RWU ' s newest edition . . .

"I probably stayed at RWU for more
than 30 years for two reasons.
First, job openings for faculty
members with degrees in English
became more and more scarce as
English enrollments dropped and
business enrollments increased.
Second, RWC/RWU has been blessed
over the years with a corps of
dedicated, unpretentious faculty
members with whom I really enjoy
working. The students here are
delightful, too, but they leave after
four years. My colleagues have
stayed longer, and I enjoy working
with them."
- James Tackach, Professor
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"I think Roger Williams University
is a very special place. I love the fact
that I get to know my students on
an individual basis, and can cater to
them regarding jobs, internships
and other opportunities. The
innovativeness and flexibility the
school allows students is, in my
experience, unprecedented. My
students are given a first class
education, one that provides a
holistic approach to the world that
includes diverse experiences both
in the classroom and out. The hands
on experience my PR students have
places them in the most elite circles
in the field, and allows them to
compete with the larger, perhaps
"better known" communication
schools in the country."
-Amiee Shelton, Assistant Professor

"The true joy for me is that I am still
able to play an active part in the
academic and personal development
of our students up through their
graduation and as they move on to
further study or into the work place
as critical thinkers and solid
citizens. What I continue to like
most about Roger Williams, and
particularly
Philosophy
the
program, is that it is a place where
students and faculty work
collaboratively, learn from each
other, and form bonds of friendship
which for me have lasted for many
years."
- Robert Blackburn, Professor
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Almeida residence hall gives
students the opportunity to ex
perience apartment-style living,
while still providing the comfort
of living on a campus com
munity. Almeida consists of three
buildings with approx-imately 22
apartments, all of which contain
a living room, kitchen, dining
area, and bedrooms .
Although Almeida is 2 miles
away from campus, it is just a

2 8 Section E

Baypoint is a traditional
residence hall style with a twist.
Two miles off campus across the
bridge, 230 students live in
what was previously a hotel.
The
students,
primarily
sophomores, enjoy all of the
benefits Baypoint has to offer,
such as double beds and a
private bathroom. Baypoint also
has a pool, sauna, small gym,
and dining hall. Even though it
is 2 miles away, shuttles are
continually running back and
forth from campus. " It ' s like
Cedar round two, and I

shuttle ride away.
After talking with Jaimie Silva
' 1 0, her excitement about living
in Almeida her past two years
here at Roger Williams would be
enough to entice anyone into
thinking about living there.
Jaimie absolutely loved Almeida
and stated " what ' s not to like? I
have my own balcony, I mean
who doesn ' t want a balcony? "
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love every second of it. " Those
are the words of Beth Manville
' 1 2, who is extremely happy
with her choice of living in
Baypoint this year. Having your
own bathroom is definitely
something that everyone loves,
and the fact that you can just
walk down the stairs and get
food.
Living a quick 5 minute
shuttle ride over the bridge is
definitely worth the extra space,
big beds, and private bathrooms,
creating one of the top residence
halls for sophomores .

It's no wonder there are nearly
500 students living in Bayside,
with apartment-style living con
veniently located just minutes
from the Commons, Recreation
Center, and all the academic
buildings . It is a popular pick for
students and is comprised of
three buildings including Sea
and
Tidewater,
breeze,
Whitecap.
Bayside apartments contain a
kitchen, a dining/living area, a
bathroom, and a few bedrooms.

Waiting for a response , Taylor
Lacroix ' 1 3 could not think of one
negative thing to say about her
experience living in Cedar. 1 1 I
absolutely love Cedar and my fifth
floor family, because we really
have become family here. 1 1
Through talking to countless
freshmen this year, those who
both live in Cedar and elsewhere,
Cedar is truly known as the
freshmen ' s place to be. As the only
residence hall exclusively for
freshmen, it is the ideal spot for

Bayside is notoriously know as
the place to be on the weekends ,
and provides those living there
with plenty of entertainment, as
well as comfortable apartment
style living. Since Bayside is so
close to the Commons, many
residents opt to remain on food
plans, so they can both cook
their own meals, and have the
convenience of running to the
Commons between classes.
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new students to make lasting
friendships with those in the
same situation.
Housing 350 freshmen, it is
easy to see why first year
students would be attracted to
its traditional appeal. Not only
did Taylor express her love for
her neighbors, she also had
nothing but positive things to
say about her resident assist
ants as well, and is so happy
she chose to live in Cedar.

Section E 3 1

350
hall
houses
Maple
students, ideally located in the
center of campus. With tradi
tional style rooms, each unit
contains a common room with a
television and sitting area, most
with a view of the water .
Resident Jess Lambi, ' 1 3
gives her perspective on living
in Maple Hall. 11 I love living in a
unit with just girls , then we
aren ' t wor-ried about impressing
the guys, and can just relax and
hangout when we ' re in the
dorm. 1 1 Although she did not
choose to live in Maple, she is
extremely happy she ended up

.1:> Section E

there. The atmosphere is very
home-like, and all the girls in
her unit are hoping to live
together in a suite next year
too . Along with Jess, other
freshmen have had the same
feeling of being comfortable in
their units, and they hope to
live with the same groups of
people in years to come.
Although Maple may not be
the newest of residence halls, it
is still bringing students to
gether to form lasting bonds,
and continues to leave students
happy with their living sit
uations.

With its grand opening this
fall, North Campus Residence
Hall has definitely proven to
be a hit with students . Com
plete with grand room with
fireplace, a small conven
ience store, self-serve Dunkin
Donuts , volleyball court, and
countless
seating
areas,
there is always something to
do .
Housing 3 5 0 students in
all different settings from
suite, to apartments , it is de
finitely a top destination for
upperclassmen at Roger Will
iams University. Although

the rooms are smaller than
other halls on campus , stu
dents are in love with this
residence hall.
Meghan Krauss ' 1 2 , says
that I I it is definitely worth a
smaller room. We have a ton
of common space , everything
is new, and even though I
don ' t have a kitchen I can
use the kitchen on the second
floor at anytime . 1 1 Meghan
was so happy with her ex
perience in a North Campus
suite this year, she plans on
getting an apartment in this
residence hall as a junior.
Section E .1.1
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It ' s the best of both worlds, 1 1
says Brett Porior ' 1 2 , in regards
to living in Stonewall Terrace, a
residence hall which is con
ducive to studying during the
week while being able to have
fun on the weekends . You can
always be sure you have a quiet
place to sleep and study, and in
college, that is definitely a good
quality.
Stonewall Terrace is made up
of four buildings, which house
450 students who are primarily
sophomores and juniors . The
buildings are broken up into
male and female suites with

common sitting areas and bath
rooms. There are several living
found
learning
communities
within Stonewall, as well as the
Honors Program housing lo
cated in Stonewall 4 .
Unlike other residence halls ,
Stonewall residents make an
additional effort to meet other
residences becuse of the suite
design of the buildings . Even
though this may seem to be a
challenge to some, overall Brett
and the other 450 students
living in Stonewall are happy
with their choice of residence.
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Overlooking the beautiful Mt.
Hope Bridge, the Willow Resi
dence Hall is comprised of num
spread
out
erous
buildings
around a general courtyard with
many rooms overlooking the Mt.
Hope Bay. Willow contains tradi
tional style rooms set within
units , with shared bathrooms on
each floor typically housing 9
people.
With a gorgeous courtyard and
spectacular views, Willow is a
favorite of many freshmen and
sophomores .
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Kerry
Nugent
' 13
agrees
saying that, 1 1 with only 24 other
students in a unit, it is easier to
become more of a family, rather
than just being neighbors on a
huge floor in a residence hall
like Cedar. Living with boys and
girls was a great experience,
and it made everyone more
patient and accepting of how
other people live. If I could go
back in time, I would definitely
go back to living in Willow 2 1 in
heartbeat. 1 1

C/J

Entertainment
Fall Concert
Involvement Fair
Wing Night
80's Dance
Homecoming
Wicked Weekend
D-ance Club

Mr. RWU
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Fall C:Oncert

2
0
0
9
Paolino Field Alive with the Glory of Say Anything
by Kelleigh Welch
Hawks Herald, Editor in Cheif

On Sunday, September 6, 2009, the
Campus Entertainment Network brought
the band " Say Anything " to campus,
providing an outdoor concert with
barbecue for students.
Lead singer Max Bemis performed for
a small crowd, however with the amount
of cheering and singing along, one could
easily be fooled by the size.
The band began with a few upbeat fav-
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orites from their first album, " . . . Is a Real
Boy, " such as " Every Man has a Molly "
and the fan-favorite, " Woe. " They also
played songs, including the new single
" Hate Everyone, " from their new album,
set to arrive in stores on Nov. 3 .
" The concert was great, " senior Callie
Jackson said. " One of the best RW1J has
had since I ' ve been here, and Say
Anything is an amazing band. "

lrivolvemerit
Fair
RWU Students Get Involved
The Involvement Fair
gives all of Roger
Williams ' students the
opportunity to see what
is out there in terms of
school
involvement.
Not only is it beneficial
for freshmen who are
new to campus, but
upperclassmen
who
would like some more
activities to get in
volved in, but do not
know what is available
or how to go about
joining different groups
on campus.
With countless tables
of clubs and organ
izations available to
Roger Williams stu
dents, it is nearly im
possible that everyone
could not find some
thing they would be
interested in.

Involvement Fair Through the Eyes of a Senior
hy Kcl le:igh Wdch

I lawk's I k.:rak..l, &liror 1n Cl1cif

When I came to Roger Williams University, I
recall the orientation session in which a group
of professional staff stood up on stage, with
lights flashing in my eyes and free t-shirts flying
by my face, and shoved a bunch of information
down my throat. With the combination of a
migraine and the overwhelming amount of
information that was being fed to me, in my
head, all I could think was: "dear God, I just
want to go to bed!"
But what I did get out of that moment, which
seemed like an eternity but only lasted about
two hours, was an interest in getting involved.
And all through the summer, I could only
remember one thing: Get involved. Get involved.
Get involved.
Apparently, this message stuck.
Upon arriving to RWU in the fall of 2006, I
waited to adjust to my dorm, my classes and my
friends, but at the first chance, I gave my con
tact information to approximately 20 clubs
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and organizations. This opportunity, which
conveniently occurs once a year, was the
Involvement Fair.
As a senior who has experienced her share of
involvement, I now see the Involvement Fair
through a different lens ... As I wandered from
table to table, watching clubs and organizations
promoting themselves and encouraging
freshmen to find groups that cater their specific
interests, I would wave to a friend here or there.
and suddenly it hit me.
Get involved.
I got it. In the four years of being at RWU, I
have met my closest friends through working
with the newspaper, DJing on WQRI, attending
events and being involved.
So as a senior, looking back, I would say that
the best thing I did was getting involved. And I
suggest to freshmen, sophomores, juniors or
whoever, that you should too.

Sophomore Class
Wing Night
Baypoint - September 24, 2009

Students from the Class of
20 1 2 lined up at the doors for
some hot and spicy wings on
this crisp September night. The
Inter-Class Council Sophomore
Class did a great j ob organizing
their first of several Wing
Nights for the their class this
academic year, and everyone
had a great time.
There
as
laughter
was
students got together and
devoured the wings along with
carrots, celery sticks and
plenty of blue cheese dressing.
The event took place in the
Williams '
Roger
Baypoint
Residence Hall and Conference
Center in Portsmouth. It was a
good opportunity for sopho
mores who live in Baypoint or
on campus to come together as
a class and have a chance to
catch up. Since this year was a
success, it looks like ICC will
of
tradition
continue the
Sophomore Wing Nights for
future classes to enjoy.
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and WQRI cosponsored the
Mich el Jackson themed event, in
mem�ry of the late American icon.
Students danced the night away in
80s arb, and truly had a great
nigh . Students danced in retro 80s
attire to the songs of Michael
Jack on, Madonna, Bruce Spring
stee and Bon Jovi. Excellent! !

-l-l
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Homecoming
& Family -Weekerid
October 23-25, 2009

Day
Senior
proved to be a suc
cess for the Roger
Williams women ' s
soccer team. Not
only did they hon
or Carey Baldwin,
Amanda deCunha,
and Jen Garside
for their excellent
careers, they also
defeated
Curry
College by a 3-0
score on Home
coming Weekend.
by Abby Cunningham
Hawk ' s Herald, Sta.ff
Wirter 1 1/ 1 9/2009

New Sailing Fleet
Dedication &: Reception
Casino Night
Midnight Madness

Autumn Luncheon
Men's &: Women's
Soccer Game
King &: Queen Coronation
Autumnfest

Making Strides Against
Breast Cancer Walk
President ' s Brunch
St. Baldrick ' s Day
ICC Flag Football Fall
Classic
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Midnight
Madness
Friday, October 23
Sponsor: CEN
Gym 1 0 : 30PM

With the theme
" Let the Wild Rum
pus Begin " based off
of the popular child
ren ' s book, "Where
Things
Wild
the
Are " , students cer
tainly showed their
spirit and wild sides
supporting
while
winter sports teams .
The night started
with the Hawkettes
Dance Team putting
on a show-stopping
performance
and
really hyping up the
crowd.
After the winter
sports teams were
introduced,
there
was a dance off be
tween the sports
team members. With
the crowd going wild,
it was clear that the
winner was cheer
leader Amanda Sil
va,
although the
wrestling team did
put up a strong
fight. The women ' s
-18
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basketball team also
had a great con
tender doing the
worm across the
basketball court.
After
the
competition was over,
the cheerleaders put
on a performance to
pump up the crowd.
Their dancing and
stunting
got
the
crowd cheering and
truly set the mood
for the rest of the
night.
Free shirts and
stuffed animals were
into
the
thrown
crowd as more win
ter teams were an
nounced, and the
" King " of the Wild
Things was crowned
to end the amazing
The
event
night.
really got families
and students ready
for a great winter
season full of school
spirit and pride.
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The timeless tradition of crowning kings and
queens of Homecoming was once again fulfilled at
Roger Williams University on Saturday, October 24th,
2009. As usual, there were many superb seniors on
the Homecoming Court to be chosen for this honor,
but the titles could only be given to two.
The crowning royalty for Roger Williams are great
representatives of the Class of 2 0 1 0 which can be
expressed in their devotion to school spirit, academic
achievements and campus involvement. Roger
Williams University was proud to crown Brian LeDuc
and Dina Abou-Hatoum, Homecoming king and queen
of 2009.
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Autumnfest is a great opportunity for the students
of Roger Williams to spend time withtheir families who
are visiting for Homecoming and Family Weekend to
participate in an array of fun activities and to munch
on a variety of tasty fall treats.
Highlights include the colorful creations at face and
pumpkin painting stations, the smell of kettle corn
cooking in a large castiron drum, watching apples
being pressed into fresh hot cider, and the delight of
making your own caramel apples. Students, children,
and parents all gathered together and enjoyed the
brisk autumn day and the festive activities outside and
inside the Recreation Center.

Section F
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In Lieu of Chameleon Club,
�icked �eekend Aims
to Please
October 28-3 1 , 2009

W1-itten by G,-iffin Labbancc
l lawks Herald ls.5uc date: 1 0/2 3/00

Weekly We dnesday
COSPO with IRHA
WTF presents: Pixie Stix
'Tale of the Haunted Masquerade"
"Throw Some Oust On That Fire"
7pm, Hawks Nest
11am-2pm, Lower Commons
Arts & Culture film: Casp
"Tale of the Friendly Ghost"
8pm, CAS 157
Traditions presents: The Haunted Seashell Path
"Tale of the Moonlit March"
8pm, Shell Path, Bayside
WTF presents: T� EvP.son�
'lale of the Mystical Minl1R��IIM1s
8pm. Fieldhouse
Getaway - Salem Harbor Cruise
'lale of the Howling Harbor"
s leaves at 10:30am from J lot

Some students will notice that Oct
ober 3 1 marks the one-year can
cellation of Chameleon Club, but that's
the last thing the administration and
organizations are thinking about this
Halloween.

Wednesday night with a Halloween
movie showing. CEN will enter the
weekend with a Haunted Shell Path on
Friday, and they plan to bring a scary
mentalist to campus for Halloween
night itself.

For returning students, this time in
the school year marked the second
event of the Chameleon Club until
Roger Williams University cancelled
the program due to judicial reasons.
This fall, the Campus Entertainment
Network (CEN) isn't thinking about
what has happened in the past, but
more about what is still to come.

Along with CEN, other organi-zations
on campus, such as Inter-Class Council,
Inter-Residence Hall Association, and
Student Senate plan to hold events in
order to provide a large variety of
options for students. Beatty said he felt
that with different programs on
campus and the precautions that the
RWU staff is taking, all combined
efforts would help to lower problems
and enhance the enjoyment of the
weekend.

"We try and develop good weekend
programs for students on campus,"
McMahon said, regarding programs
such as Wicked Weekend and other
campus events scheduled to take place.
McMahon continued, saying that by
holding weekend programs, students
are given the option of different events
to attend, which will help reduce issues
in both severity and numbers.
McMahon added, "We hope [students]
have a good time while making good
choices."
Ted Beatty spoke about how CEN's
upcoming Wicked Weekend activities
will cover the full scope of programs so
that all students will have something to
do. They will kick off their weekend on

As Halloween approaches, the
University wants to ensure that all
students are safe, but also having fun.
Faculty and staff members are
promoting safe and smart choices
throughout the weekend in hopes that
students will choose to make the right
choices about Halloween fun. As
McMahon said, the University isn't
trying to force any program upon
students; it's instead trying to promote
smart habits by students - habits that
will decrease the amount of issues
while still maintaining the same
amount of enjoyment.

From hip hop to lyrical,
the men and women who were
involved in both the Fall and
Spring Dance Club Shows,
awed the crowd with their
original and engaging dance
numbers. The choreographers
and dancers all worked dili
gently to make their shows a
success as usual.
Both the fall and spring
shows were sold out and
major successes as expected
from the largest club at Roger
Williams University.
Dance is a wonderful out
let and form of expression for
many people, and this is true
at our school as well. Year
after year we are able to see
our fellow classmates doing
something they greatly ertjoy,
while providing alternative
entertainment for the student
body. President Amanda Has
kins ' 10, will be missed as
she graduated this year, but
officers Carissa Gervasi ' 1 1 ,
Liz Ritchie ' 1 2, and Lyndsey
LaBontee ' 1 1 , will no doubt
see that this club and its
shows will continue to grow
and prosper.
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Mr. RWU

November 2 1 , 2009 * Fieldhouse * 8 o ' clock pm

Let's Bear It For The Boys:
Mr. BWU Contestants Fund.
Miracles
Abby Sprague
Hawks' Herald Article- 9/25/09
Fifty days. Ten contestants. One night,
and one amazing fundraiaer. That' s what
Mr. RWU is all about.

Mr. RWU Contestants
Paul Doolan
Jake Fisher
Chris Green
Griffin Labbance
Brian LeDuc
Tim Miodonka
Paul Pettini
Jerome Pikor
Ian Powers
John Walsh

This tradition, which IRHA (Inter
Residence Hall Association), began 9 years
ago, is more than just another male
pageant. For the next fifty days,
contestants, accompanied by their female
personal assistants, can be found out and
about campus collecting donations for the
Children' s Miracle Network. On the night of
Mr. RWU, November 21st, one of the
contestants will be crowned, based heavily
on the amount of money they raiae. This
charity not only helps support more than
l 70 children' s hospitals and their fast
paced research, but also helps save the
lives of about 1 7 million children every
year. By raiaing money, this organization
ensures that children will receive proper
care regardless of their financial situation.
Roger Williams now benefits the Hasbro
Children ' s Hospital located in Providence.
Not only does the university raiae money
for their needs, but it also participates in
the fall Walk for Hasbro and their spring
Radiothon.
Steph Olesen, a senior who is on her
third year of chairing Mr. RWU, and Jess
Sanborn, a junior who is co-chairing the
event for the first time, are hoping to raiae
as much money or more than last year; the
grand total was $23,000. In addition to
donating, students can help the contestants
by buying a handprint for 50 cents to write
a " Good luck! " or participating in the Date
Auction, an event which will take place in
the Commons. Students can " purchase " a
contestant or their personal assistant as a
date for homecoming, the money going
straight towards the Children' s Miracle
Network.

Winter

Illulri_��tion

Students enjoyed kettle corn while
they anxiously awaited the illumi
nation of the tree.

Every December, between the Main
Library and the Architecture building, the
Quad is packed with members of the
Roger Williams University commun ity for
the annual Wi nter Illumination . A tree in
the heart of campus is illuminated as well
as the surrounding academic buildings.

New to this year's Illumi nation were
projections on the side of the Main Library
as well as the Commons (pictured
above).
The campus community also enjoyed
other goodies at the festive event. De
corating your own gingerbread cookies is

'-'

always a hit with students, as well as
enjoying some of the other refreshments
available that evening, including hot cider,
hot chocolate and freshly popped kettle
corn from a castiron drum.
Performances by the RWU Chorus
and Special Delivery were also highlights

�

of the evening, as wel l as viewing the ice
sculptures crested by Bon Appetit.
Overall it was lovely event for the
students, faculty and staff to get into the
hol iday spi rit before finals.

Late Night

=r 9, 2009

Breakf�tt

Finals Week is undoubtedly
one of the most stressful times
of the year for college students
around the country. Thankfully,
we have IRHA here at Roger
Williams University to put
together a Late Night Breakfast
each semester!
The night before finals
begin, the Upper Commons
opens its doors in order for
students to get some good
breakfast food, and a break
from all the grueling work they
their
have
on
had
plates. Several faculty and
staff come in for the evening
and work as servers for the
food-filled event!
Being able to take a break
from the reality of multiple
exams, papers, and projects,
while sitting with friends en
joying pancakes at 1 0 o'clock at
night is definitely an appreciated
and much anticipated event for
many students.
60 Section F

I RHA
definitely does
a g!eat job of
relieving the
st!ess of finals
with fun mu SIC
and food. It
makes for a
great ending
to any
semester!
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Soccer, page 64
Highlights The team places 4th a t the

Fowle Trophy/New England Team Racing
Champ1onsh1ps wrth 4 sailors earrung All•
NEISA honors

Highlights Men's team honors Robin Falconer,

mother of Jared Falconer. with the Dan Hunter
Award. which recognizes on individual's significant
contribution to the men·s soccer team. This award
honors the late Don Hunter who died in October
2CXJ8 ofter a motorcycle accident

Highlights: Men place third and
women place fourth ofter three full days
of swimming at the New England
Championships held ln Vermont

H h g t Sodng receives at 90S1 sixth
place 1n four regattas. capturing fi rst 1n
one of these regattas

Women's 3-1 win against local rival
Regino stops a six.game losing streak

Solve

Women's· With 690 points. team wins first
place at the TCCC Invite.

H g I t Cy Thompson and Luke
Lawrence compete at rhe ICSA Men's
Singlehanded Not1onal Championships
and f1n1sh In lhird and fourth place

Men·s: 2-l win against Cury College advances
men's soccer to the second round of the TCCC
Playoffs

Mer's· 15 school records break as team
comes in third place at the New England
Intercollegiate Swimming and Diving
Association Championships

Features
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M e n ' s Socce r

Paul Arute, Josh Boyce, Andres Daza, T.J. Doherty, Jared Falconer,
Michael Friedman, Kevin Gregory, Chris Guerrini, Brendan Hallahan, Kevin Hand,
D.J. Hunter, Liam Isleib, Evan Jones, Sean Kinnane, Billy Kissane, Ian McLaughlin,
Bradley Macdonald, Nick Malatestinic, Matthew Mello, Brendan O'Brien, John Pearson,
T.J. Petronis, Peter Plate, Justin Plourde, Gary Popovich, Michael Quintanilla,
Brendan Reynolds, Winston Smith, Jimmy Turbide

The men· s soccer team kicked off its fall season with a 4-0 win
against Fltchburg State College in the Fifth Annual Turfer Athletic
Classic Tournament, but later fell to Plymouth State in overtime.
Soon after, the team picked back up with nine straight wins, lea.ding
it to rank I 0th in the National Soccer Coaches
Association of America.
The players were able to end their season with an
overall record of 14-6-1 and a conference record
of 9·3· 1 . They placed second in the playoffs after
falllng to 2-1 to Wentworth. Senior captains,
Justin Plourde and Chris Guerrini, helped lead
the team throughout the season.
Source rwuhawks.com

Wom e n 's Socce r

Carey Baldwin, Lindsay Crepeau, Amanda daCunha, Kristen Darling, Katie Fusaro,
Jen Garside, Claire Halliday, Rachel Hodgson, Maddy Howard, Leigh Klar,
Heidi Kunkel, Erynne Landry, Devon Leighton, Alexa Maher, Noelle Marston,
Michelle Meagher, Kristen Metcalf, Julie Moody, Ashley Pacheco, Laurin Pendleton,
Taryn Roussel, Colleen Ryan, Angela Talone, Erica Weber

Women ' s soccer posted an overall record of 1 1 -5-3 and 9-3-1 in the
TCCC, whlch put them in thlrd place going into the playoffs.
On the season, the Hawks posted the best goals per game in the
TCCC with 50 goals in 1 9 games for an average of
2.63. They also tied for the lead in assists with
37 and were fifth in the conference for goals
against average with a 1 . 1 1 . During one two
week span, the women were able to string
together four straight victories against
conference opponents.
The team says farewell and thank you to
the three senior captains, Garside, daCunha
and Baldwin.
Wntten by: Chns Hixon of rwuhawks.com
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M e n ' s C ross Cou ntry

Kyle Barlow, Matt Carney, Christopher Disciullo, Jonathan Ellis, Timothy Eynatian,
David Freiman, Andrew Gallant, Brian Ki, Stephen Leonetti, Mitch Leveille,
Henry Lindner, Todd Massari, Thomas Maybury, David Mistretta, Jeff Pini,
Michael Russo, DJ Sevigny, Greg Sugar

The RWU cross country fall season began with the men' s team taking
third place at the Roger Wllllams University Invitational held at Colt
State Park. The Hawks later took 17th place out of 37 teams at the U
Mass Dartmouth Invitational and 4th place at the Pop Crowley
lnvitat!onal and James Earley Invitational.
At the TCCC Championships, the team won its ninth consecutive
conference with 33 points. Runner Mitch Leveille placed second at the
conference, with team.mates Jonathan Ellis and Thomas Maybury
following close behind.
The season ended with the team placing 23rd out of 48 teams at the
Division ill Regional Qualifier.
Source rwuhawks com
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Wom e n 's C ross Cou ntry

Michele Abramowitz, Lauren Ashby, Samantha Buechner, Kaitlin Crowley,
Nicole DesRoches, Alyssa Donovan, Juliana Fernandes, Nina G roseclose,
Clare Harmon, Katelyn Higgins, Leah Junco-Seyer, Nadia Kowalski,
Kristen Magerowski, Lisa Marie McNulty, Michele Needham, Katie O'Koren,
Lauren Riccardi, Liliana Ruller, Rose Sandberg, Susan Thaxter,
Emily Tran, Katie Wilson

The Roger Williams University Women's Cross Country team has
capped off another successful season, capturing the programs 1 0th
consecutive title in the Commonwealth Coast Conference.
In earning the unprecedented tenth conference title, the team was
victorious at their own RWU Invitational, a fourth place finish at the
Westfield State College Invitational, a sixth place finish at the Pop
Crowley Invitational and a I 6th place finish at the UMass-Dartmouth
Invitational.
The Hawks beat out Salve Regina by just one point to Win the
conference championship once again.
Wnllen by: Chns Hixson ol rwuhawk.s.com
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M en's R u g by

Patrick Allen, Rushton Ardrey, Dylan Beck, Nicholas Belmont, Jayson Brown,
Brendan Buerger, William Capozzoli, Ross Cordia, Giancarlo DeSario,
Martin Donovan, Benjamin Emery, William Ertel, Alexander Felton, Kia Gholampour,
Jon Habich, Nathan Haines, Daniel Hanlon, Ryan Horowitz, Colin Jesmer,
Andrew Johnson, Daniel Kaldas, Matthew Lyons, Samuel Marcucci, Joseph Neri,
Mark Olson, Ryan Parker, David Purpura, Joshua Rahn, Joseph Ross, Colby Roy,
Walker Shanklin, Matthew Stein, Chris Venezia, Michael Viscariello

At the beginnlng of the academic year, the men's rugby team welcomed
six new players, all of whom helped the team w1n its first match of the
season 25-5 against Massachusetts Maritime Academy.
The team continued its season with a loss against Salve Regina

University and Bryant University, but won the Division II Plate
Championship.

Seniors Colby Roy and Mark Olsen were named to the New England
Select side men· s rugby team, in which they competed with other high
level rugby players.
Source M'Uhawks com
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Wom e n 's R u g by

Nichole Ares, Morgan Barresse, Allison Becker, Lauren Bergeron, Diana Denio,
Cathryn Draicchio, Randi Featherstone, Amanda Folcarelli, Elizabeth Futoma,
Brittany Gallin, Stephanie Grodeska, Rachel Keefner, Sarah Kuhn, Alison Littleton,
Alyssa MacDonald, Christine Nelson, Erin O'Connell, Sara Panaccio, Chelsea Phelps,
Karli Rigali, Jenny Schermerhorn, Dayna Smith, Abigail Snellings, Brittany Vail,
Stephanie Watson, Hayley Wickstrom, Shelby Wood

The Roger Williams Women's Rugby team won its fifth match in a
row Friday night, winning the Plate Championship over Holy Cross
8-0.
The back and forth contest remained scoreless for most of the first

half, until center Brittany Gallin (Glen Rock, N.J.) broke off a Jong
run. Gallln was tackled only yards from the try line, where a
successful ruck put the ball in Captain Alison Littleton's (Woburn,
Mass.) hands, who touched the ball down for the go-ahead score. The
half ended with Roger Williams up, 5-0.

Source: rwuhawks.com
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Sai l i n g

Alec Anderson, John Bankert, Sophie Bellacosa, Tucker Blagden, Sean Bouchard,
Megan Carlson, Cameron Chafee, Robert Devens, Christopher Disciullo,
Jonathan Enright, Emerald Epke, Alex Feldman, Dan Goldman, Bjarki Gunnarsson,
Carleton Huntsberger, Jeremy King, Luke Lawrence, Chelsea Maguire,
Ryan McHorney, Matthew Paige, Katie Palmer, Cameron Pimentel, Megan Place,
Haley Powell, Samy Ramadan, Kyle Riviezzo, Bianca Rom, Britton Rose,
Joshua Saltmarsh, Ryan Saraiva, George Saunders, Dave Schellie, Eric Schwarm,
Alyssa Seifert, Zack Shapiro, Kelly Stannard, Joseph Strumolo, Fritz Stunzi,
Andrew Tamblyn, Elizabeth Teague, Cy Thompson, Andrew Vachon,
Adrienne White, Mallory Willett, Tyler Wilson

The sailing team opened the 2009-20 1 0 season wlth 3rd place at the
Srupe World Championship and first at the Phil Harman Cup at the
Sloops Series One.
The Hawks continued on to win the Hood Trophy hosted by Tufts
University, the Norm Reid Team Race, and the Navy Fall race. At the
Central 6 at BU, the team placed 3rd. at the Oberg Trophy they placed
4th, and at the NEISA Atlantic Coast Championships they placed 9th.
During the spring season, the team won the C-Level Team Race. At the
NEISA Championships, they came In 4th place advancing them to the
Coed Dinghy Semlfinals, where they placed 3rd out of 1 8 . At the NEISA
Championship, they placed 4th.

Equ estrian

Kyle Alexander, Jacqui Allred, Melissa Berger, Alice Bueno, Isaac Rabin,
Sarah Cholewa, Brittany Cornell, Olivia Cornell, Erin DeMarco, Miranda Downing,
Riana Fortin, Abby Hane, Margaret Hanvey, A. Courtney Levitsky, Alicia Levy,
Cara McSoley, Shannon O'Keefe, Emily Pammett, Alexandra Pastor, Scott Pearson,
Karen Quinn, Alyssa Schankman, Amy Silvia, Amelia Stasny, Danielle Stucchi,
Samantha Taylor, Alyssa Volpi, Kayla Waskiewicz, Chelsea Weiner

The equestrian team started off its fall season taking fourth place at
the URI showing. The Hawks then went on to capture second place,
behind Brown and Connecticut College who tied for first, at the
Connecticut College Show. They ended the fall season wlth eighth place
at the University of Connecticut Show and fourth at the Wesleyan
University Show.
The spring season began with a show at Wesleyan University, where
the Hawks took seventh place out of ten teams. The team continued on
to take fifth place at the University of Connecticut Show. At the
RWU/Brown Show, RWU took sixth out of ten place.
Source: rwuhawks.com

Source. rwuhawks com
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Wome n 's Vo l l eybal l

Wrestl i n g
..l11hh•li11
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Michelle Beatrice, Rebekah Dion, Kristina Dolan, Marilu Gonzalez-Yanez, Jill Hurd,
Kristen Kiefer, Emily Lebowitz, Caryn Lecea, Kelsee Loche, Morgan Pasquali,
Michaela Ross, Laura Scott, Natasha Sopchak, Brittney Sullivan, Marybeth Torpey,
Kelsey Twarog, Jessica Warren

The women's volleyball team ended its fall season w1nnlng the TCCC
Championship 3·1 against Western New England College after
winning 3·0 against the University of New England and Endicott. The
t
8
w n adv
1
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lost to SUNY New Paltz 3·0.
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During the season, senior Kristina Dolan accomplished
1 ,07 8 kills, placing her with the second highest kill
number of the team' s history. The New England

Women 's Volleyball Association named Dolan as one of
the top 32 Division Ill senior volleyball players.

Source. rwuhawks.com
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John Battista, Nick Cambi, Anthony Cirella, Dustin Conner, Robinson Crothers,
Kyle D'Urso, Andrew Dahlman, Jack DiBurro, Kevin Edward, Philip Ernst,
John Paul Garlasco, Kia Gholampour, Matthew Hart, Nicholas Herrick,
Joseph Holbeche, Stephen Kein, Bennett Kissane, Dillon Lawler, Ryan Lefaivre,
Jonathan Lemoine, Jeremiah Mahoney, Jonathan Manwaring, Robert Markowski,
Martin Mitchell, Michael Monson, Chris Nadeau, Chris O'Shea, Matthew Rinaldi,
Kyle Rodgers, Kaare Stokdal, Thomas Tuminelli

The wrestling team finished in eighth place out of 14 teams w ith 46

points at the 32nd annual New England Wrestling Association

Championships.

At the end of the sea.son, the team received the

New England Wrestling Association Team
Sportsmanship Award for the thlrd time in
the past eight years. This award recognizes
wrestling teams that carry positive attitudes.

The team also received a 3.27 GPA, placing it
1 4th among NCAA Division Ill wrestling
programs and top 25 in the nation.
Sou1'Ce: rwuhawks.com
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M e n ' s Track and Field

Kyle Barlow, Austin Bobrow, Steven Carneval, Matt Carney, Travis Cournoyer,
Donovan Currier, Jonathan Ellis, Matt Furman, Andrew Gallant, Zach Gillespie,
Jamie Goodwick, Evan Jones, Brian Ki, Makara Levin, Thomas Maybury,
David Mistretta, Brian Nelson, Chris O'Keefe, Alex Parulis, G reg Parzych,
Eric Patnode, John Pereira, Jeff Pini, Emil Pornelis, Dan Rathbun, Jamie Rodel,
DJ Sevigny, Robert Strother, Greg Sugar, Jack Traub

At the Jerry Gravel Classic, the cross country team came in 1 1th out of
1 6th place. In the 3000-meter Steeplechase, one of the best times came
from Thomas Maybury, who finished second with a time of 1 0: 1 9.20.
At the Coast Guard Spring Invitational, the team took 9th place. Austin
Bobrow placed 3rd in the Triple Jump, while Evan Jones placed 4th in
the same event.
The team came in 5th place at the U -Mass Dartmouth Invitational and
6th at the Silfen Invitational and made it to first place at the TCCC
Championships with more than 140 points on the runner-up.

Source rwuhawks.com
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Wom e n 's Track and Field

Michele Abramowitz, Noor Al-Hakim, Lauren Ashby, Nicole Atchue, Danielle Bailey,
Maggie Blinn, Gil lann Collins, Kaitlin Crowley, Emily D'lorio, Juliana Fernandes,
Katlin Florin, Jill Gavrilescu, Nina G roseclose, Alexandra Honkala, Lindsey Joyce,
Kelsey Knowlden, Katelyn Kotfila, Jessica Kraiza, Meghan Krauss, Maria LoBalbo,
Kristen Metcalf, Katie O'Koren, Meghan Parez, Lauren Riccard i ,
Liliana Ruller, Kathryn Swanson

At the beginning of the season, the women s team broke multiple school
records at the HuskY Spring Open hosted by Northeastern University.
Some of the record setters included Kristin Metcalf who set a record in

the J OO-meter dash with a time of 1 3.00, Katelyn Kotflla who set the
record in the Javelin with a distance of 34. 76 meters, and Kathryn
Swanson who set the J OO-meter hurdles record with a time of 1 8.27.
Five more records were broken at the U•Mass Dartmouth Invitational,

where the team came in 3rd place.

The women' s team also took the TCCC Championship title, winning by a
120-point margin.
Source: rwuhawks.com
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M en ' s Swi m m i n g and D ivi n g

Jordan Amdur, Chris Andersen, Ethan Bourque, Kyle Bowie, Mike Carlucci,
Robert Cotta, James Crowther, Niles Cutler, Kevin Danaher, Peter Demary,
Dale Dubinsky, Dan Felleman, Andrew Foley, Jonathan Galuska, Zach Gillespie,
Philip Green, Alex Hancock, Phillip Jacques, Austin Kelly, Brent Lyskawa,
Joseph Mello, Max Mudre, Michael Nappi, Cory Pellegren, Alex Petre, Joe Presnick,
Tim Ragan, Rob Schapp, Jeremy Siegel, Teddy Swanson, Peter Walerysiak

The men's team continued its successful season by gaining third

place at the New England Championship In White Rlver Junction, Vt.
After three days, the team gathered 478 points, following behind
Keene State at 656 points and Bentley at 555 points.
An excellent performing swimmer Included Phillip Jacques, who took
first place m the 200-Yard Backstroke. second place in the JOO-Yard
Backstroke, and third place in the 50-Yard Backstroke.
Other high-achieving swimmers Included Peter

Walerysiak who took second place in the 50-Yard

Freestyle and Tim Ragan who finished second

overall.

Source: rwuhawks.com
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Wom e n 's Swi m m i n g and D ivi n g

Marissa Carr, Laura Colley, Jacqui Cohen, Lindsey Cruff Andrea Dewitt,
Laura Folsom, Lauren Gosnell, Colleen Hamilton, Olivia Hilton, Brigid Houlihan,
Ashley Hyatt, Ashley Kichline, Sarah Mamula, Lauren Marchese, Melly Marrington,
Olivia Matthes, Kelly Meacham, Casey Meagher, Ursula Nickerson, Caitlin O'Connor,
Celine Rivera, Emily Shaw, Marissa Soucy, Joanna Tchobanova

At the New England Championship, the women's swimming team
finished in fourth place with 570.5 points. The team fell behind
Keene State with 924 points, Bentley with 802 points, and Eastern
Connecticut State with 709 points.
Ashley Kichline placed third in the 200-Yard

Backstroke, while Ursula Nickerson placed first

in the 200-Yard Individual Medley.

Melly Marllngton placed first in the B Final of
the I 00-Yard Butterfly and Melissa Carr
placed third in 1650-Yard Freestyle.
Source rwuhawks.com
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Men's Bas ketbal l

A

Women's Bas ketba l l

�

Kyle Bogucki, Casey Calabro, Mike Engemann, Corey Fava, Pat Flanagan,
Matt Grossbard, Justin Hook, Mike Igoe, Joe Kane, James LeCardi, Gary Madison,
Travis O'Dell, Taylor Petruccelli, Tom Rafael

The men's basketball team started off the fall season with a 6 1 -58

win over Johnson and Wales. The team continued on to win
the Courtyard by Marriot Tip-Off 69-81 against Trinity
College and the U.S. Merchant Marine Academy
Tournament against Vaugn College 75-54.
The team lost its first game of the season to Rhode
Island College 84-59, but soon returned to a wtnning
streak.
The season ended with a win against East Nazarene
8 1 -66, setting the team record to 1 2- 1 3 (4-9 TCCC).

N icole Atchue, Rachel Chuckran, Paige Congdon, Gina Garlasco, Elizabeth Kilzi,
Alexandria Lanieri, Kate Malenczak, Sara Morris, Kara Nagle, Mary O'Donnell,
Hannah Pirez, Danielle Perrault, Carly Spagnola, Ryan Weekes

The women's team received its first win of the aca.demic year against
Wellesley College 39-33 and then continued on to win the first game
of the TCCC against Nichols College 8 1-58. with a few losses against
Brandeis, Rhode Island College, and Salve Regina in
between.
The team won against Curry College in the TCCC
66-61, placing them at number 8 in the TCCC, but
lost to the Unlversity of New England in the
quarterfinals 74-46.
Source: rwuhawks.com

Source· rwuhawks com
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Men's I ce Hockey

Paul Bishop, Frank Castorina, Brian Coyne, Joseph Dellamura, Robert Faustine,
Jason Foley, Craig Forrest, Nick Gonnelli, Daniel Govoni, Nicholas Hammerman,
Robert Hoeg, Rian Kearney, Stephen Lenkauskas, Daniel L'Esperance,
Christopher Meier, Geoff Moore, Chester Potter, Sean Reilly, Jacob Robinson,
Bart Rys, Cayton Scherf, Ryan Seller, Ryan Silva, Alex Taranto,
CJ Younis, Devin Zucker

The Roger Williams University Men's Club Ice Hockey team opened up
their Inaugural season on Saturday as they hosted Northeastern
University. 1n the team's first game ever, they were beaten by a score
of 1 5-2 despite a strong effort.

The Hawks were assessed three penalties in the game, two 2-minute
minors for tripping and cross-checking, and a five minute major for
hitting from behind. They were out-shot 5 1 -22 by the visitors.

Tl.me was split in net between Craig Forrest (Salem, Mass.) and

so

Cheerlead i n g

Sarah Beyer, Stephanie Birch, Miranda Bisson, Marlee Burr, Danielle Coutts,
Sammy Driscoll, Stephanie Duval, Colette Fatigate, Alanna Ferguson,
Lauren Flannery, Kati Florin, Katelyn Galvin, Jackie Gazelle, Jenn Hamilton,
Taylor Lacroix, Jess Lambi, Beth Manville, Krystina Osgood, Emily Schelzi,
Jessica Silano, Amanda Silva, Jamie Silva, Jacqueline Stipo, Jennifer Zefi

RWU s own 24 girls represented RWU and placed first in the All-Girls
Division of the Portsmouth Cheer Challenge Competition on Feb. 6.
It is just a great group of girls, said cheerleading coach Andrea
Merisotis. All girls brought their best along with a little piece of RWU
pizazz and they won a trophy.
The team regularly performs at the men s basketball games, pep
rallies, Casino Night and Midnight Madness. Other than

competition, basketball games are our main focus, said Merisotis.
"I was in the right place at the right time, ' said Merisotis about

Nicholas Hammerman (Huntington Valley, Pa.). Forrest had the start
and made 28 saves, while Hammerman came in and recorded eight
saves in 2 1 minutes played.

becoming coach of the cheerlead.ing team.

Source. rwuhawks.com

Source: Katlyn Proctor of Hawk's Herald
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Men's Te n n i s

Kyle Baker, Jeff DeNunzio, Kevin Erikson, Nicholas Hawvermale, Dan Kleitz,
David Lange, Jason Pacino, Suraj Pyla, Nate Rohman, Spencer Withington

With a new head coach, Neil Caniga, the men' s tennis team started off
the spring season with a loss to Connecticut College, but soon picked up
with a win against Curry College at the TCCC opening.
The team continued to win all three double contests in the TCCC and
remained unbeaten by defeating Wentworth Institute of Technology 5-4.
Against Western New England College in the TCCC, the Hawks won 8- 1
and against Salve Regina, the Hawks won 7-2. The team held a 7-0
conference recol'd after defeating Regis College 9-0 and made it to first
place In the TCCC after winning a game against Nichols College 6-3, but
lost to Salve Regina in the Championship.
Source: rwuhawks.com
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Wom e n 's Te n n i s

Paige Cunningham, Kristin Dono, Olivia Hilton, Tracy Klein, Libby Magner,
Caitlin Osepchuk, Melissa Perry, Leah Ribchinsky, Katelin Richard, Amanda Wolfe

At the beginning of the sea.son, the women's tennis team won the

beginning of the Coast Commonwealth Conference against Wentworth
Institute of Technology 9-0. Against Anna Marla College, the Hawks
won with another score of 9-0, improving thelr TCCC record to 2-0. The
team continued on with its 9-0 wlnn!ng streak against Curry College
and Eastern Nazarene.

At the TCCC quarterfinal, the Hawks won 6-2 against Western New
England College, but soon fell to Colby-Sawyer 2- 1 in the semifinals.
The team f!nlshed its season playing well at the Wheaton College
Invitational, but lost to Springfield College 7-2.
Source. rwuhawks.com
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Men's Lac rosse

Rob Andreozzi, Drew Beck, Jon Bordonaro, Ryan Christensen, Dave Cremmen,
Shawn Cleary, Tom Cook, Tom Custance, Richie Dart, Jaron Davie, Jordan Dickau,
Austin Fehringer, Kevin Frank, Devin Hannan, Tom Hardon, Rian Kearney,
Justin Leddy, Connor McCabe, Mitri Najjar, Glenn Pacitti, Ian Powers, Phil Powers,
Logan Roebuck, Tyler Roebuck, Collin Schmitt, Jackson Siefert, John Sharratt,
Drew Smith, Dmitri Strakhov, Kirby Sundquist, Jim Tancredi, J im Turenne,
Adam Vorwald, Ben Wyskiel

In the first game of the season, the men' s lacrosse team won 8-7

against Nichols College in the TOCO opener. After a few losses to

uni varsities and colleges including Elizabethtown, Lasell, and Trinity,

the Hawks shut out Regis College 24-0.

In the TOCO, the team won againSt Salve Regina Uruversity 1 7- 1 1 , 1 7-4
against Wentworth, 1 5-3 against Anna Maria College, 1 4- 1 0 against the
Unlversity of New England, 1 3-4 against Curry College, and 1 2-4
against Gordon.

Continuing the success, the team won the TCCC Quarterfinals defeating

Salve Regina 1 2- 1 1 , but then fell to Endicott College 10-6 in the
Semifinals.
Source. rwuhawks.com
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Women's Lacrosse

Jessie Alden, Annie Alvord, Kasey Beckwith, Natasha Billie, Lauren Cooper,
Danica Delia, Lauren Ferri, Zoe Fisher, Claire Halliday, Amanda Magee,
Kate Malenczak, Erica Palmer, N icole Papasergiou, Jen Perry, Justine Sullivan,
Britany Sweet, Sarah Tozier, Jolyn Wiggin, Dana Wilfahrt

In the season opener, women. 1 s lacrosse scored 1 7-2 in the TCCC

against Nichols College_ The team went on to lose 1 5- 1 1 against Eastern
Connecticut State Unlversity, but bounced back with a 1 3-1 1 win
against Bridgewater State, 1 2- 1 against Regis College, 1 6-4 against
Salve Regina 1 6-4. 1 4-4 Colby-Sawyer, and 1 3-0 against Anna Maria.
Senior Kasey Beckwith broke the school record for the most goals

scored in one game by scoring 8 of the 1 8 goals that lead RWU to win
against New England College 1 8- 1 O.

In the TOCO Quarterfinals, the Hawks won againSt Colby-Sawyer 1 4-6
and in the Semifinals, won 1 3-2 against New England College, but fell
I 0-4 against Endicott in the finals.
Source; rwuhawks.com
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Men's Basebal l

Wo men's Softba l l
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Chris Anderson, Matt Berte, Grant Bolin, Eric Brown, Eric Cabral, Chris Comeau,
Billy Dunn, Tim Georgen, John Gikas, PJ Gouthro, Logan Hartman, Brian Jackson,
Ryan Maccarthy, Mark Malcolm, Trevor Manzi, Stephen McKernan, John Oppenhimer,
Josh Orosz, Ben O'Shea, Jon Palmer, Sam Podbelski, Zach Porter, Matthew Roche,
Sean Scanlon, Greg Sousa, Matt Swensen, Tony Trafecanty,
Ryan Willette, Rob Zarthar

In the first game of the season. the Hawks baseball team won 9-8
over Babson College at the RussMatt Baseball Invitational.
The Hawks won 4-2 against Endicott in the TCCC, 1-0
against Gordon College, and 7-3 against Suffolk
University in non-conference.
In the final TCCC doubleheader, the team won the
first game with a 6-2 win against Eastern

Stacy Broughton, Kerry Burke, Michelle Caprice, Erica Castro, Jaclyn Doolin,
Sarah Grill, Kelly Marcin, Madison Martines, Laura McConnell,
Hannah Pearson, Hannah Pirez, Alexandra Sera, Melissa Sereti,
Natasha Stone, Samantha Teves, Lauren Tierney

The girl' s team opened the season with a doubleheader wm 2-0 against
Macalester College and a loss 3-8 against Polytechnic University of New
York.
In Florida, the Hawks won 1-0 against La.sell College and 7-2 against
the University of Scranton. They also won against Anna. Maria College
6-2 and 6-3 in the TCCC opener. They continued on to win 3-2 and 8-3
against Wentworth.
The season ended with an overall record of 20- 1 9 and a conference

record of 1 2- 1 2 .

Nazarene, but lost 1 -3 in the second game.
Source. ,wuhawks.com
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Crew

Anna Bersin, Brittney Campo, Lenny Carlucci, Dave Chapleau, Mark Deering,
Michael Diercksen, Brian Dupuis, Jonathan Fifer, Bryanna Fucci, Timothy Gale,
Georges Gautherin, Byron Johnson, Brian King, Kathryn Klesseck, Sarah Kuhn,
Kate Lauer, Todd Massari, Danial Palance, Greg Pastore, Carolyn Reid, Karli Rigali,
Michelle Santos, Ryan Sawicki, Hannah Sherman, Jeffrey Stiller, Brie Timm,
Dillon Weiss, Haley White, Mary Woodward

During the fall season, the crew team participated ln the 4.5 Km
Textile Regatta ln Lowell, MA. The varsity men produced a time of
1 7,26. the varsity women 19,4 1 , novice men 20,27, and the novice
women 22,40.
In the 4 Km Snake Regatta. the women s 8-person team finished in
20,01 and the men's 4-person team finished with a time of 20, 0 1 .
Finishing up the fall season o n Halloween with another race, the men
flnished with 18,40 and the women finished with 20,0 1 .
During the spring season, the Hawks did well, ending it with the men ' s
and women ' s teams coming i n second place i n the 2000 m New England
Collegiate Rowing League held in MA.
Source: rwuhawks.com
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FRIDAY. SEPTEt1BER 1 8
NORTH ATHLETIC FIELD
...__ .

-

FREE RAF
INCLU I
I Ith ROW GOAL LINE

PATRIOTS vs. JETS
TICKETS

September,
Every
RWU students enjoy an
athletics pep rally for
the fall sports teams
with a bonfire. The
bonfire normally takes
place in the North Ath
letic Field at night.
Prizes, including New
England Patriots tickets
and T-shirts, are raf
fled off while music
plays in this exciting,
environ
entertaining
ment.
Each sports team
is called up to a plat
form to discuss their
hopes for the season.
Some teams create an
enjoyable atmosphere
by riling up the crowd
with T-shirt prizes. The
teammates
introduce
themselves, along with
the team captains .
The bonfire is a
great, traditional way
to start off the aca
demic year and support
the fall sports teams.
Go Hawks ! ! !
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Pep Rally

MARCH MELTDOWN 10
G

WOMEN'S LAX

SWCX)P,

The Spring Sports Pep
Rally was once again an
evening not to be missed!
theme
With
II Bristol
Shore 1 1 , RWU sports fans
and teams came dressed to
have a good time.
Like all pep rallies, all
the spring sports teams
came out talk out their
goals for the season and do
something a little special
for their fans .

continued from cover

nerstein. All the judges agreed that in
his year's contest, it wasn' t so much
1bout having a high degree of
nvolvement l ike some Division I
,chools have; rather, it was about
,omething different. "The students
got excited when they saw Swoop
walking around because of his
,ecretive nature. Only a few people
know who Swoop actually is and
when he is seen around campus,
Swoop fans have no problem going
up to h i m for hugs or photo ops,"
shared Kenney. Shortly after meeting

the RWU community. the judges felt
that they had found their winner.
After
notifying
President
Nirschel. he shared the news w ith the
students, who were extremely excited.
RA and lRHA president Lauren
Banolotti ' I O said. ·'Jt' s not about
being the best; it's about knowing that
you have something unique al your
school and this contest lets others
enjoy that. I am excited that Swoop
finally got the recognition that he
deserves. He is truly one of a kind."

Swoop receives warm greetings
from Sarah Grill ' 1 1 , at the Up
'Ti/ Dawn event.
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Non-Varsitv Club Sports
Cheerleading
Crew
Ice Hockey
Men's Rugby
Women's Rugby
Men's Volleyball
Ultimate Frisbee

Academic Honor Societies

I

I

I

I
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Need something to do? At
Roger Williams, the menu of
options is limitless. Whether
you're into scuba diving, speaking
other languages, dancing, gaming
or deliberating, you're likely to find
kindred spirits somewhere across
campus.
If you have an interest so
eclectic that no club or organi
zation exists, then take the initia-

Alpha Chi (Alpha Chapter)
Delta Sigma Pi
Lambda Epsilon Chi
Phi Alpha Theta
Phi Beta Delta (Epsilon Rho Chapter)
Phi Sigma Alpha (Phi Lambda Chapter)
Psi Chi
Sigma Tau Delta (Alpha Alpha Nu Chapter)
Tau Sigma Delta (Beta Tau Chapter)

-

-

I

I

tive to create it. New clubs ar d
organizations come together reg, ·
larly, creating leadership oppo tunities for students.
Students have hundreds of op
portunities to get up and g ,t
movin'! There a re clubs ar j
organizations to fit every interei .
You can promote diversity throu� 1
our Multicultural Student Unio ,.
become politically involved throu£ 1
our Model United Nations; or get 1
shape by joining the Ultima l
Frisbee team. And these are just 3
fraction of the options available J
you. From academic organization ,
to cultural clubs, to media ar J
publication associations, Rog, r
Williams has it all.

Student Senate Chartered Clubs

Marine Science Club
Add Nothing
Mock Trial
Alternative Entertainment
Musicians Guild
Alternative Spring Break
Newman Club
American Chemical Society
ONE Campaign
American I nstitute of Architecture Students
Outing Club
American Sign Language
Painlball Club
Anthropology/Sociology Club
Peer Pals
Ballroom Dance Club
RWU Pep Band
Brazilian Ju-Jitsu
Pre-Med/Pre-Vet Club
Chinese Club
Psychology Club
RWU Chorus
Public Relations Student Society
The Crazy Eights Billiards Club
of America (PRSSA)
College Democrats at RWU
Sexual Advocacy for Everyone
College Republicans at RWU
{SAFE)
Construction Management Club
Scuba Club
Dance Club
Ski and Snowboard Club
Engineers without Boarders
Society of Woman Engineers
Fencing Guild
Spanish Club
French Club
Special Delivery (A Cappella)
Future Teachers of America
Stage Company
German Club
STANO
Graphic Design Club
Student Literary Magazine
Hollerin Hawks
Student Volunteer Association
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
Values of Sisterhood
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Orientation Advisors
Presidential Ambassadors
Student Advocates

Organizations

Campus Entertainment Network
Crossings (Yearbook)
The Hawk's Herald (Newspaper)
I nter-Class Council
Inter-Residence Hall Association
Student Senate
WQRI-FM 88.3 (Radio Station)
Multicultural Student Union

93

Team C.A.R.E.

The staff consists of the Coordinators
of Residence Education (CORE),
Resident Assistants, Health and
Wellness Educators (H.A.W.E.), and
Peers Educators with Expertise in
Referrals (P.E.E.R.). Together, the
Team C.A.R.E. strives to create a
constructive Irving and learning
community in each residence hall.

9-l Section I

Student Advocates

T h e Student Advocacy Office was launched in Fall o f 2003. New
and returning students making the often difficult and challenging
transition from high school to college, from home to residence
hall, can rely on accurate answers to questions, sensitive and
appropriate referrals to other campus agencies, and support and
guidance throughout the school year.

Section I
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Clubs

President: Amanda Haskins
Vice President:
Lyndsey LaBontee
Treasurer: Liz Ritchie
Secretary: Carissa Gervasi

Special Delive ry
Mock Tri al

National Team:
Professor Lisa Newcity,(Advisor, Coach), Bobby Cabral, Kara Moreau, Katherine Dumeer (Treasurer),
Kelsey Force, Lauren Carlotta (President, Team Captain), Leigh Wilmot, Nick Ts1mortos (Vice-President),
Nicole Verdi (Team Captain)

College
Democrats
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Clubs
Theta Phi Alpha

AIAS

Theta Phi Alpha

.•• .,., r-
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French C l u b

President: Lindsay Chapin
Vice President: Annmarie Jcy
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G raphic Design C l u b
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Clubs

■

Mari ne Science C l u b

SAF E

U ltimate Frisbee
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Bal l room Dance C l u b

Scuba Club
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IRHA

l nterResidence Hall Association

IRHA acts as a liaison between
Student Life, Student Senate, and the
Residence Halls on campus. The
Association consists of two repre
sentatives from each hall council, a
National Communications Coordi
nator, and one advisor.
The group strives to provide a
variety of educational and social
programs at RWU. They also provide
all
residential
with
students
opportunities to help make on-campus
living more enjoyable. Members of
IRHA present programs at local,
regional, and national levels.

IRHA
EVENTS
Late Night Breakfast
Mr. RWU
•raised S21,000 tor the Chlfdren's M!facle
Network and Hasbro Children's Hospira!
in Providence RI
2009 Mr. RWU: John Walsh
Grocery Bingo
S.E.X. Week
Safe & Educational Experiences
-condom casino
-oxygen bar
-who's been sleeping m your sheets
Residence Hall Show Premiers
Knot-a-than
Public safety appreciation day
Student leader appreciation day
Athlete appreciation day
Stage crew appreciation day
Maintenance staff appreciation day
Trick or treating with local family
shelters
Conferences:
North East Aff1hare of College and
University Residence Halls Regional
Conference and Mint No Frills Conference
National Affiliate of College and University
Residence Halls Nar,onal Conference

1 02 Section I
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-President: Jerrel Burgo
Vice President: Gma Prestone
Treasurer: Christian Martinez
Secretary: Bre'Anna Metts-Nixon
Recruitment & Retention Coordinator
Brian Costa
Advertising Chair; Evan Krastk
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Above: Gina Prestone
and Jerrel Burgo.

Above: Caitlin Studley
and Jerrel Burgo.

Prestone won E- Board
member of the year
from the Multicultural
Student Union at the
Student Involvement
Recognition Reception.

Studley won Member of
the year at the Student
Involvement
Recognition Reception
from the Multiculutral
Student Union.

-Section I
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ICC

The Mission

T h e members o f ICC a t R W U wrll re
present the interests of 1nd1v1dual
classes to the Unrversrty Student
Senate and Admrnistratron. ICC wrll
plan effective programming which
appeals to each class These
programs will foster class unity and
school spirit. They will also act as the
vorce of class concerns to the Student
Senate and Admrnistratron.

Inter-Class Council

Senior Class
President - Chrrs DiSciullo
Vice-President - Liz Capizola
Secretary - Justin Crrisolr
Treasurer - Cora Tetreault
J u nior Class
President - Sarah Gnll
Vice-President - Alex Hodgman
Secretary - Mary Randazzo
Treasurer - Katie McCullough
Sophomore Class
President - Nibal Awad
Vice-President - Alex Palios
Secretary - Amy Catanese
Treasurer - Kristina Woodmansee
Freshman Class
President - Adam Semple
Vice-President - Colleen Ryan
Secretary - AJ Scerbo
Treasurer - Lauren Jost
Executive Board

Chair - Brian LeDuc
Secretary - Leigh Wilmot
Treasurer - Chrrs Jensen
Organization Retention Programs
Chair - Allison Brodbeck
Public Relations Chair Kate Swenson
Alumni Relations Chair Briana Beltramini
Advisors - Tamara Von George &
Petra Van Meter

The freshman class created a
brand new event this year that
ended up being a surprising hit.
In conjunction with all seven

orgs, the Cake Off ended up

being a highly successful event
to raise money for the Jimmy
Fund. It also won numerous
awards at the Student
Involvement Recognition
Reception for the dedication of
the people involved in the event
as well as the overall success.

1 06 Section I
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"The Network"
1s a standing
committee of the Student Senate. We
are a volunteer, student-run organi
zation responsible for creating, planning
and programming entertainment events
on campus. "The Network" members
are dedicated students who are inter
ested ,n hosting quality entertainment
for the entire campus community.
The Campus Entertainment Net
work is comprised of 8 committees and
an executive board. The executive
board 1s comprised of our chair, a
secretary and a treasurer.
In order to program to the best of
our ability, we need you and your
support. Our success is something we
are proud of, and we are always striving
to reach new heights.

-1 08
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Chair: Ted Beatty
Treasurer: Dave Volle
Secretary: Emma DeGregorio
Arts and Culture: Julia Weiss
Community Uason: Becca Cleary
Pride Programs: John Walsh

Promotions: Pat Byrne
Public Relations: Jill Zalewski
Traditions: Cat Stines & Dan Shea
Wednesday Weekly's: Cait1e Abrahamson
Where's the fun (WTF?): Lauren Buckley &
Tom Maybury

Section I
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Student Senate

SENATE
Gives Back
Chocolate!

2009 - 2 0 1 0 Student Senate

President - Brendan Boyle
Vice-President - Ashley Saunders
T reasurer - Nick Tsimortos
Secretary - Kayla Morency
Parliamentarian - Noor Alaweyat
Clubs and Organizations - Tom G leason
Public Relations - Christine Guarino
Finance - Adam Ogram
Student Affairs - Brian McGrath
Academic Affairs - Ziad Achkar
Courtney Campbell
Cory Egan
Gait Gosselin
Dev Lewis
Jessica Alder
Katie Mccann

Kay Albers
Kristopher Carter
Matt DiPlacido
Matt Page
Taylor Smith

Entrusted by the students, the Roger
Williams University Student Senate is
the advocate of student rights,
responsibilities, and opinions. Acting as
a liaison between the student body and
the university's administration and
faculty, the senate is responsible for
representing the myriad of student
thoughts and resolving their concerns.
Assisting in the creation of an inclusive
community that encourages intellectual,
social, and personal development, the
Student Senate is dedicated to
promoting diverse thought and action
amongst our pluralistic student body.
The Student Senate endorses its clubs
and organizations by providing a
comprehensive network of support and
recognition. Committed to collaborative
leadership, the Student Senate places a
strong
on
constant
emphasis
improvement for the benefit of the
current and future students of Roger
Williams University.

Advisors:
Tamara VonGeorge
Adrianne Mukiria
Michelle Hansen

-, ,.
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2009-2010 Student Senate
SS-36
1 10
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EVENTS

WQRI

88. 3 FM

General Manager: Henry Lindner

Station Administrator: Marissa Delorey

Promotions Director: Justin Shrair

Recruitment and Retention Chair:
Marty Sabounjian

Program Director: Tucker Silva
News Director: Julia Weiss
Co-Sponsorship Chair: Brendan Glasser
Productions Director: Mason Fields
Systems Administrator: Casey Ashline

I 12
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Events Coordinator: Kelly Ahern
Music Director: Paul Pettini
SP&L Advisor: Adrianne Mukiria
Communications Advisor: Dick Upson

Ex{X)Se Your�lf
WQRI 88.3 FM is the students' radio station,
operating with the power of 800 watts. In addition to
serving the University community, our station
reaches listeners in Bristol, Warren, Barrington, and
East Providence, Tiverton, Portsmouth, Middletown
and Newport, as well as the Fall River and New
Bedford areas.
If you want to learn more about the radio bus.--------------..,...--.
iness, this is the way to do it. WQRI is
set up to function like a commercial
station in order to give students a
valuable educational experience. You
can train to be an on-air DJ, or increase
your
involvement to
production,
promotion, news, sales, programming,
or station management.
Section I
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The Hawks·

Editor-In-Chief
Kelleigh Welch

The Hawks' Herald is Roger
Williams University's student
newspaper.
Many of the
positions now available involve
students' investigating and
writing stories, selling and
designing advertisements, and
much more. Students from all
majors
are
invited
and
encouraged to work for The
Hawks' Herald.

Managing Editor
Allison Collins
Business Manager
Amanda Newman
News Editor
Allison Collins
Asst. News Editor
Ben Whitmore
Features Editor
Allie Conn
Opinions Editor
Amanda Newman
Sports Editor
Dan Malkin
Web Manager
Owen Kauppila
Advisor
Adrianne Mukiria
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*Study Ab,-o,1Ll
*V,1gina Monc )k )gucs
* L J:c u ,cc Show
*Ma,-c l , MciLdown
* Bc:n Bailey
*C.--,lob, 1 ! Fc.-;L
*MSU Fashion Show
*Spring C.:onccn
* Block r\ wry
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As students prepare to end the
semester and pack their bags to
head home for winter break, a
select group of students prepare to
take the tnp of a life time out of the
country.
Program
Coordinator
Kevin
Hayden stated that. "we have many
different programs that work for
different interests and academic
requirements." He also commented
that the university "emphasizes that
anyone interested in the program
apply or look into the opportunities
offered."

t t8
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Roger Williams, in addition
to countless schools across the
nation, do their part to promote
awareness of violence toward
women each year by putting on
The Vagina Monologues. The
show was created to make
people more aware of violence
toward women and girls in
cluding rape, battery, incest,
female genital mutilation, and
sexual slavery. The show takes
these horrible situations and
puts them into skits which are
both entertaining and en
lightening
in
to
all
attendance.
This event is RWU's way of
helping the cause to stop vio
lence against women and our

Over the past 5 years, the university has
seen a 48% increase in the number of
students studying abroad. Currently, the
most popular destination for the program is
the study abroad in Florence, Italy with
Australia and England close behind.
As students return from winter break and
say hello to the new semester here at Roger
Williams, a different group of students will
have said goodbye to Roger Williams and
hello to a life changing experience in a new
country.
· Hawks Herald article written by Griffin
Labbance

student population more aware
of the social events happening
in comm-unities around us and
all across the globe.
Violence against women is
a major issue in today's society
with a reported one in six
American women having been
the victim of an attempted or
completed rape according to
2004 National Crime Victimi
zation Survey. Simple things
such as the Vagina Monolo
gues which raise money and
promote awareness of the
cause can truly make a
difference in the lives of
millions.
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Wednesday ht\arch 24th
Spring SpJrts Pep Rally
Rel.cl House 7pm
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The girls are
strategizing
against the
other teams
(right).

Sen,or Bnan LeDuc prepares his shot against
the opposing team (above).

Friday Jv\arch
26th
Bongo Ball
Field House 8pm

Combine the excitement of American
G ladiator, the speed of Laser Tag , and the thri l l
o f Paintball, and you' l l get: Bongo Ball Mania!
Bongo Ball Mania is the fastest most aggressive
game of capture the flag . There are two teams
of five with each player wearing matching team
helmets, chest and shoulder armor, and their
defender Air Can n o n . Players hide between,
u nder, and behind obstacles as they advance i n
t h e battlefield o f flying Nerf balls t o capture the
flag and win the game. Thi s event was new to
campus for this year and it was huge success.

Students needed to be trained on how
to use the special equipment that is
used for the Bongo Ball tournament
(left).

Juniors Tom Maybury and Phil
Shaw (seen below) are mak11g
moves to get the other teams flags.

Last Hawk Standing was a tradition that
started in March of 2008. Students were able to
sign up to participate in the contest. Each
participant had ten to fifteen min utes to perform
their stand up routine for the audience. After all
the participants had performed the judges,
Brendan Boyle and Brian Leduc, picked the top
two acts that they liked best. After the audience
then chose the winners by round of applause.
The winners of the event were given a chance to
perform at Spring Weekend during Block Party.

Danny D1Camillo performed a sketch
comedy routine based off of E s
popular show Chelsea Lately
Above is his panel to confer with.

The winners of the event was an
act by Casey Sefton and Chris
O'Keefe (pictured below)

Spring Dance Club Shovv

The Spring Dance Club show was just as
successful as the fall show. There were a
variety of dances available for the audience to
enjoy from as well as a variety of music from
showtunes to top 20 songs. The dancers
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worked extremely hard to make sure that the show
was flawless as always. One special dance in the
Spring show is the Senior dance. These seniors
have been in dance club for many semesters and
put countless hours into shows.

Dance Club Seniors:
Lauren Blume, Lara Amolins, Michael McGarty, Megan Rafferty,
Ali Cambra, Amanda Haskins

Section J
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The M S U Fashion show
is an ann ual event that
raises money for St. J ude's
Research Hospital. This
year's event was held on
April 9 , 20 1 0 in the Field
house.
There are a variety of
different styles of dress
that are represented in the
show i ncluding business,
evening wear, club, tradi
tional and others. All of the
models were RWU stu
dents and the clothes were
donated by various retail
ers in the area.
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CEN Presents:

Ben Baile
I/ , ... �

. 11 I �:
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Ben B�iley is a renowned stand-up
comedian and host of Cash Cab
a�d Cash Cab: After Dark which
air on Discovery Channel. He has
bec�me such a success: He
rec�1ved a Daytime Emmy nomi
nation for "Outstanding Game
S�ow Host" in 2009. Roger
W1lha�s was thrilled to have such
amazing talent for entertainment in
our very own field house on
Saturday, April 1 0.

1:i'lr? IN THE FIELDHOUSE,
V'Jlfj SATURDAY APRIL 10TH

Y

� STARTING AT 8PM. OPENING WITH

STEVE BYME OF COMEDY CENTRAL

i

'

WITH CEN PRESENT:
STAND UP COMEDIAN

-• liiiia
◄t '

��

IN THE REC. CENTER
FIELDHOUSE, ON SAT.
APRIL 10TH, 8 O'CLOCK
I '.!8 Section J
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Roger Willi,:nns University:r--_.,.

Wednesctiy, April 7 th
1 30 Section J
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The Fray
�pnn� <. o
· nc.:-...:n

/-\.. pri l 28, 20 1 0

Steel Train has toured with a variety of
artists including Tegan and Sara, Ben
Folds, The Fray, Silversun Pickups,
Hanson, The Format, Gomez, and
O.A.R. to name a few. Their music is a
mix of indie rock and folk music. Their
members include Jack Antonoff, Evan
Winiker, Daniel Silbert, Jon Shiffman,
and Justin Huey.
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Brendan James is a singer
songwriter originally hailing from New
Hampshire. He has a soft rock sound
that really appealed to the crowd at
Roger Williams. He had the top 1O
most sold folk album on iTunes in
2008 as well as having a new album
coming out on June 3, 201 0.

From Denver,
Colorado, The Fray is
best known for their
debut album ' How to
Save a Life ' , which
was originally
released in 2005 and
made double
platinum. Their first
hit single was Over
My Head, 11 which
was a top 1 0 hit in
the US when it came
out. After their
second single was
released The Fray
became known world
wide for their easy
to listen to music and
catchy !yrics. Their
album was debuted
as number on on the
Billboard charts,
which added to their
success and
reputation in
America. Their
music is a mix of pop
and rock using piano
as their primary
instrument. They
can be compared to
other bands such as
Coldplay and U2, and
we were certainly
lucky to have them
here at RWU to help
start off Spring
Weekend ' 1 O right
with an amazing
concert!
II
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Q uad Fest
April 30, 2 0 1 0

The Post Secret Event was such a
success last year that the Campus
Entertainment decided to bring back
the event d u ring Spring Weekend
this year.
The gallery of secrets is based
off of Frank Warren's post secret
books so that people can anon
ymously share things about them
selves without j udgement. There
were over a hundred secrets posted
by Roger Will iams stu-dents for
people to read for the evening.
I n addition to the secrets posted,
the Make Peace Brothers, originally
from Ithaca, NY, have a eclectic
sound that appeals to Roger
Williams campus immensely since
this is the second year with a
performance at RWU. The main
band members are Finian Make
peace, Ciaran Makepeace and
Conor Gaffney.
1 34
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P aw Sox Game
Apri l 30, 20 1 0

Quad Fest is a
traditional event held
o n the friday of Spri n g
Weekend from 2pm5pm. The event had
inflatables, Maui Wowi
smoothies, and make
your own !shirts. T
shirts were also for
sale for the weekend.

in place of Chameleon Club,
C E N has installed a new tradition at
Roger Williams which is going to the
Pawtucket Red Sox games on
Friday night. This event was a huge
success this year especially with the
nice
weather.
Everyone
who
attended the event had a place i n a
private tent with free food as well as
a free ticket to the game. An added
bonus of the evening was the
fireworks that occurred after the end
of the game.
Roger Williams students were
able to go onto the field after the
game and watch some great
fireworks to end out the evening.
Overall, it was a great event and
everyone left after having enjoyed
themselves thoroughly.
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Every year on the Satu rday morning
of Spring Weekend, the M u l iticu ltu ral
Student U n ion hosts the Basketball Jam.
Students are able to form teams and
play against one another for p rizes.
Customarily, the jam is held on the
Cedar basketball courts , but with the
new addition of the North Campus
cou rts the basketball j am was moved to
be closer to Block Party as wel l as to
appeal to upperclassmen who l ive closer
to North Cam pus. The change of ven ue
was a hit and many players as well as
-::ipectators came out to watch the action .

M S U Basketbal l
Jam
May 1 20 1 0
Even people who did not want
to play, came out to sup[port
the other players on the court.
It was a beautiful day to watch
some basketball.

Some MSU members pose for a picture
while they are working the event
(above).

tt. a L

The final day of Spring
Weekend on Saturday, May
1 , 20 1 0 began with Block
Party i n the parking lot
located next to the North
Campus
Residence
Hall.
This was a new location for
the Block part that i s usually
held next to the Rec Center,
however, the change was
very well received by the
campus community.
The event lasted from
1 pm - 6pm followed by the
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fi reworks that were to take
place that night at dusk. The
Block party had a variety of
activities for the students and
families that came to parti
cipate in. There were swirling
cups as wel l as as other
carnival amusements such
as giant slides and carnival
games. Clubs and Orgs all
pitched in at tables and
conducted activities for the
students to do as well as
hand out giveaways.

There were a variety of
performers as wel l that were
available for enjoyment. The
Dance Club performed as
well as Special Del ivery, the
school's acapella group. Loc
a l bands played as well as
the winners of the Last Hawk
Standing competition, Casey
Sefton and Chris O'Keefe
performed some comedic
entertai nment. Overall the
event was a huge success
for the student body.

Section J
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Student Involvement
Recognition Reception

The Program Supporter A,,ard is
presented annually to a member of the
Univer::iity faculty or <.iiaff who has
exemplified support for club and
organi1ation program\. Thi.., year·,
recipient ha� consistently gone abme
and beyond hie, responsibilitie'-1 and ha�
in ... pired \tudenh to achie, e ",UCCCSS.

The Mo!o,t Educational Program Award
wa!'i created to recognite and commend
the cffort"i of an organi1ation or club tha
contribu1cd the most educational
program to the campus or local
community. The organi,ation is judged
on impact on the communit) and
imponantly the educational importance
of the program.
Black History Month b) the
Multicultural Student Union

The Outstanding Community Service
Award wishes to recogni1e and commend
the effort� of an orga�i,ation or club that
contribu1cd the mo�t to the campu� and
local community. The organitation"i and
club\ are judged on: extent of service,
impact on the communit), number of
member.., participating. and "ien ice learning
experience.
Theta Phi Alplrn

The Fundrai-.er of the Year Award
wi..,he, to recognize and comment the
organization or club working to ruise
fundli in a unique and succe:,sful way.
The organi,miom, or club!; a.re judged
on: creativity. extent of service.
participation. and the ability to create
profit.
St. Baldrick's Day by the
Inter Class Council
The Club Span or 1he Year A\\ard i,
de,igned (0 recogni1e and commend the
club sport whose effo11s have been
e,ident both within their sport and
within the Roger \Villiam!o, Unh er�ity
community.
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Ultimate Frisbee

(im1ebatJ. Ur�am:atum o/tlu, J',·ar � , m 10 th,· Ima Cu1u Cmm t fpt 1u-,J
hc/111\ ;. /hi\ >r11r '1 renp1n11 ha1 <rmw/>11, � 1t,:/th ma,n e, nit 1l1111 nf/1 , n
11rm·idedJun Ihro11r,:h r1rogrammi111: lmt u/"1 prtmu,fl d r,rg rnppor1 H t realmJ:
11rof{T1Jm\ llwl ht·r, /11n. 1dw urimwl. and h1n,jiua/ lo th, ,,111r1 I nn,r lt) t ,.
,-,:c,pI1·nt h,a /rul_, had 11 \t't1r oj Kort/iv ,,j ,t ,nm,·hw A.. \\-1th 1h� umu mltf
11wmhen ,md n1flt\ orR11m:.ed ,mri·uHnJ{ dr1m111111all\ 1111 qrr,;wu 1tum ha
1rul, reI11nrnl O\ 1111 or�m1i:m11m lo h,· rn Jo1111•d » 1th. On, ofrlttir r �nl
au11all_\ 11u·rt·a1t·d 5,0 drm11a11111lh 1/J,1111 »nu /rom II n1mdin/ t 1111 lti t
/11 0111· of tht· mmt wu <'H/ul nn/11 f1 thu c'Jr.

Carol Sacchetti

Rcuban Tillman 1 1 1
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1mp,u-1 111,mr 11arr, ofn1111pu1 ,1.1 ll'd/ os nmtm1u• 1" go ah111·e "'"' lu·vm"l_(or tlrt·
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The Ad\isor of the Year Award ,, ac, created
to recoeni,e and commend the t::fforb of an
ad,iso;who helped an organintion or club
ha\'e a successful and productive year. She is
an outstanding role model for ,iudcnt leaders
and other members of the Roger William1.o
community. She is con..,tantl) challenging
the s1Udenh around her making them gro,,
and become better at what the) do.

The Program of the Year A ward .!:leeks
lO rccogni,e and commend the effort,
of an organitaiion or club who\c
execution of one particular program
exemplifies creath ity. promOLion. and
ha"i affected the R \VU community.

Cake Off organized by ICC

The Club Membl!r of the Yc.ar Award ...eek"i
to recogni1e an<l commend the effort:-. of one
club member who continuou"ily goer.; above
and beyond to benefit hi!\ or her entire club.
This year"'> recipient j.., a , ef) pa,.,,ionme and
invoh·ed student. He i"i one of the hardes1
\\Orking and most irl\ohed club members.
thai has been kno\\n it R\VU.
Ziad Achkar
( �lode\ United Nations)
The Organi1ation �lember of the Year
Award i� dcsi2.ned to recoeniLe and
commend the cff;i,.., of an org"a niLntion
member who continuoU'�ly goes above and
beyond to benefit his or her entire
organi1a1ion. 'W ith hi3 calming a11iwde he
1.., been able to help out all members or hi..,
ard and i� alway:-. \\ illing to give a helping
hand. He embodic!> what it mean, to be a
good leader.
Ted Beatty - ---------'
The Be!-it Co-Spo1hored Event A\\ ard i!'I
designed to recogniLc and commend the
effort of a club or organiLmion to create a
program that appeal"i 10 the RWU
communit). Both ,vere extremely well
organiLed and yielded amaLing re!-iulu,.
Both event.., trul) sho,-1,,ed ho,, much can
be accomplished at thb univcr<iity if \\'C
all work together.
Cake Off ( All Orgs) and Poetr)
Slam bi �ISU, Hawk's Herald,
\V riters Anon)'lllOUS. and \VQRI

The £n:l'lle11n· 111 Ln1dcn/11p -\1\ ard 11m l1t'llleJ to rno,smi:t: a 1111Jt·III lt·,idl'r
Im tn,IJ no11pfi(i1.·s t'/11:U\!t'd. mecmmfUul Jt,aJenlup rhrom:h,,ut th1• ,urt't'III
ac:11Jnmc u•rtr tll Ht11:t'r \\"ill111m\ l 11i, ,·nu,v m .wme U.(Jlt'tt of 1/mlr:111 ltjt' ]lie
i11dnidue1l ill "'?. onf,\ hart• �·onrrih11ttd 10 /,/_1/lier d11h. t1r.i:1111i;:.c1lm11. or group.
h111 a/111 hc11·1• t1J]ntnl tht· l 1111 en11, cmm11w1m· m a 11l1t1fe. fhc re,·1pinm oj
Iha_ O\l'tir,I lu11t· dn/l(a/etl 11111('/1 oj 1hnr 1111/e 10 11 ork m 11111/riph· oj(ict'.\. bt rol,·
1110,Jel for mher 11111/rn/1 mu/ ht1,J dom· 10111i• 1·xemp{(ln· pro.1:.rt1111mmt: 11·11/, thnr
11rRII111:mm11,
1,

11

T/11.1 \'t'tlr'.1 renJJie111\ IH'llf W l..1111n·11 Hartt1lofli 1md Corn Konnit�
fpie t11rt·d t1btll t'J.
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Orientation

Summer 2009
Orientation Staff:
Ziad al Achkar
Noor Alaweyat
Jacqui Allred
Darwin Almonte
Nibal Awad
Sarah Beron
Ashley Brinkmann
Lauren Buckley
Maiken Bursig
Patrick Byrne
Amy Catanese
Jeff Chong
Jacob DaPonte
Dana DiSanto
Samantha Eckel
Caitlin Flynn
Chris Green
Sarah Grill
Jessica Hallock
Amanda Haskins
Corey Konnick
Megan Kopf
Lyndsey LaBontee
Celine Loiselle
Charnele Luster
Carleen Mazaika
Arielle Milstein
Sara Mincey
Rand Morris
Nancy Paterson
Liz Perreca
Mary Randazzo
Omar Reyes
Christina Saccone
Kim Salvato
Allison Trombetta
Stephanie Tsolakis
Sarah Walachy
John Walsh
Nedith Wikina
Christina Wrobel
Jill Zalewski

Coordinators:
RWU's "Kissing the War Goodbye" float won Best
m Parade!!
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Jerrel Burgo
Lauren Elliot
Brian LeDuc
Section K
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Where ' s The F u n ?

1 -16

Section K

WTF answers the question of "Where's the fun?' with its enjoyable
student-run programs.

Section K
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Wednesday
WifFlE ·»Ail
• I.
'':
.,

HOME RUN DERBY
With live
showing
of the
Red Sox
game!

\ Surprises
for first
place!

On Wednesday ' s, CEN holds events on campus
for students looking to enjoy some time away
from weekday homework. Events have included
Taiko drummers, pancake feasts, wiffle ball,
and jeopardy.

,_

Wed nesday
Sept. 2 @ 7i
.

Global Heritage
Hall Lobby

�
�

<]
[;)
[;)
(i)

pm

[;)

sponsored by CEN �

[;)
BRINGS YOU ...

. . .

� . . . .
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A Reflection by Jillian Zalev,,,ski, ' 1 0
The
SOAR
leadership
program is probably one of the
best experiences I had during
my time at Roger Williams
University. The program was
able to help me grow and
develop as a leader, a student,
and simply a person. SOAR
was one of the first things I
joined at RWU, was the one
thing I stuck out through all four
years of college, and helped
me figure out what I wanted to
do for the rest of my life.
At first it was a little weird,
uncomfortable. It was simply a
group of random people who
didn't know each other in a
room,
completing
random
act1v1ties and listening to
professional staff talk about
how we need to know more
about ourselves before we can
become leaders, Through this
first year I was not able to get
to know many of the other
students, and I still laugh when
I find out that someone on my
Team CARE staff, on the CEN
board, or someone I know from
some random other activity
was also in that Emerge class
of SOAR.
After my first year at RWU, I
didn't really get involved in
many other activities, but was
offered a position as a student
advocate and had enthusias
tically accepted the position.
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Even though I thought that
SOAR Emerge was a little
weird, I decided to try the next
stage in the process (Develop)
and see what happened.
That year I applied for
SOAR Develop and they made
us go on a retreat this time with
some senior student leaders
and a lot of freshman who were
in the Emerge program. As we
went through the Develop pro
gram, our very large group of
about 25-30 Emerge students
went down to a measly ten
Develop students. We often sat
in a circle in the private dining
room, chatted about life and
got advice about how to
conquer some problems in our
current leadership positions.
This was one of the BEST
experiences I had at RWU. It
challenged me to become a
stronger person and leader. It
also helped develop a change
in me that assisted me in be
coming a more confident lead
er. After that year I became an
OA, RA, and was the Breakin'
Norms chair for CEN and
would have never gotten those
positions without the help of
SOAR.
kept
summer
That
contemplating whether or not
the Lead tier of SOAR was for
me. It was a much more chal
lenging experience, but we

were able to take what we
learned into practice, also
known as "Citizenship." When I
finally found out what the
daunting task actually was, I
decided I had to give it a try
and applied.
In SOAR Lead, we got the
opportunity to work with juniors
and seniors at Mt. Hope High
School and train them on how
to be mentors for the freshman
class. The reason Mt. Hope
came to us, was because they
had such a high drop out rate
of their students. By initiating
this program, the professionals
at Mt. Hope believed that the
drop out rate could be lowered.
This time our group of 1 O
dropped to 6 and we even re
ferred to ourselves as the "sexy
six". This time when we went
on the retreat. we were the "big
kids," we were super involved
and practically knew everything
about RWU that anyone could
possibly know. We came from
all different backgrounds and
had many different experiences
at RWU, but this one leader
ship program bonded us into
more than student leaders but
into friends. After a year of
hard work and many educa
tional lessons, we learned how
hard ii was to start a program
like this at a high school, but
we knew with each year the

program would grow and be
come a staple in student life at
Mt. Hope.
Finally, at the end of the
year we discussed with our
advisor what would become of
us. We were the first group of
students to actually make it
through the whole program,
and we still had one year left at
RWU. Finally, it was decided to
allow us to become facilitators
for Emerge, Develop and Lead!
For the first time in three years,
each of us took our own sep
arate paths and had completely
different experiences.
Through becoming a co
facilitator I learned a lot. I
finally realized how hard it is for
teachers to get students to
participate in class and even
pay attention to you instead of
texting on their cell phones. In
the end, it was truly rewarding
to see how the students re
flected on who they truly were,
rather than who they thought
they wanted to be.
As I leave as a graduating
senior this year, I have realized
that through this program, the
student leaders at this Uni
versity will be able to carry on
all of the legacies of the "sexy
six," but at the same time, have
the confidence and knowledge
to create their own legacies.

Dzifa Ababio
Pre-Law - French

James Abdon
Psychology

Daniel Abbale
Finance

Faisal Abahussein
Accounting

Dina Abou-Hatoum
Communications - Public
Relations

Christina Adamczyk
Communications

Blair Albright
Communications

Tanya Allain
Management

oe e ar
Psychology

Yoo guys might not know this. bl.it I consider myself a bt! o! a loner I tend
to thin,; of myseU as a one•man wo!! pack. But when my sister brought
Doug home, I knew he was one ot my own. And my wolf pack . 11 grew by
one So there there were two ol us m the wolf pack . I was alone l!rs1 In
the pack, and then Doug Joined In later And SlX months ago, when Doug
1n!roduced me to you guys, I thought "WaI1 a second, could 11 be?· And
now I know tor sure. I Jus! added two more guys 10 my wolt pack Four ot
us wolves. runn,ng around the desert together. In Las Vegas. looking !or
stnppers and cocaine. So tonight, I maka a toast!

Peter Andrews
Marketing
My journey took me some what further down
the rabbit hole than I intended and though I
dirtied my fluffy white tail I have emerged,
enlightened.

Lara Amolins
Elementary Education

Adrian Arroyo
Mechanical Engineering

Melissa Alves
Marketing

Courtney Archibald
Communications

-Jessica Adler
Legal Studies

Did you know?
Jess Adler has been on Student Senate for over 3 years.
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Kyle Baker
Legal Studies

Carey Baldwin
Communication

Sabrina Bala
Psychology
The future belongs to those
who believe in the beauty of
their dreams - Eleanor
Roosevelt

Did you know?
Noelle Allard was the Vice President of Psi Chi.
Peter Andrews was involved in Ultimate Frisbee.
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Enka Baldwin
Psychology

Lindsay Barr
Marine Biology
Challenges are what make life
interesting; overcoming them is what
makes life meaningful.

Michelle Beatrice
Psychology

Ted Beatty
History -Secondary Education
Get stuff done'

Amanda Bennett
Psychology

Scott Berrier
Accounting

Lauren Bartolotti
Psychology
And as I float along this
ocean .... ! can feel you like a
notion that won't seem to let
me go -Train

Jacqueline Blum
Psychology • Elementary
Education
Live as if you were to die
tomorrow. Learn as if you were to
live forever. • Mohandas Gandhi

David Bennett
Computer I nformation Systems

Brendan Boyle
Political Science

Cody Bronson
Accounting

Stephen Burger
Engineering

Kerry Burke
Communications

Jarryd Blanchard
Psychology
The future belongs to those
who believe in the beauty of
their dreams. -Eleanor
Roosevelt

Did you know?
Lindsay Barr was an Orientation Advisor for Summer 2007.
Ted Beatty was the Chair of the Campus Entertain ment Network
Lauren Bartolotti was President of the Inter Residence Hall Association.
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Lisa Bourassa
Marine Biology · French

Lauren Blume
Foreign Language

Brendan Burdick
Political Science

erre urgo
History
Be who you are and say what
you feel, because those who
mind don't matter and those
who matter don't mind.
· Dr. Seuss

Did you know?
Jacqueline Blum was involved in Hillel.
Jerrel Burgo was the President of the Multicultural Student U n io n .
Kerry B u rke played f o r t h e Softball team.
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Thomas Bushell
History

Matthew Cabral
Engineering

Thomas Caddigan
Public Relations- Music
There are no words to explain
this, well at least none that will
do it justice.

Alexandra Cambra
Criminal Justice
You have to accept whatever comes
and the only important thing is that
you meet it with courage and with the
best that you have to give. -Eleanor
Roosevelt

Meghan Cahill
Communications

Wilham Capozzoli
Biology
I would rather die standing than
hve on my knees - Emiliano
Zapata

Michelle Caprice
Criminal Justice

Did you know?
Alexandra Cambra was Captain of the Dance Team.
Michelle Caprice was Captain of the Softball team.
William Capozzoli was an Eco-Rep.
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Daniel Campanelli
Criminal J ustice

Lauren Carlotto
Legal Studies - Psychology

Lindsay Chapin
Graphic Design
Communications
Intelligence plus character that is the goal of true
education.

Logan Casey
Criminal Justice

Katelyn Chapin
Master Of Architecture

Justin Cirisoli
History
Anyone can give up, it's the easiest thing in
the world to do. But to hold it together when
everyone else would understand if you fell
apart, that's true strength.

Ryan Christensen
Finance

Derek Clarke
Marketing
It was MEEE!!!

Francesca Catinella
Psychology
Have no regrets

Victoria Anne Cheslawsk1
Elementary Education

Stephen Clark
History

Did you know?
Ryan Christensen played for the Lacrosse team.
Lindsay Chapin founded the Graphic Design Club.
Justin Cirisoli was a Weeks of Welcome Coordinator.
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Allison Collins
Communications

Alicia Collins
Public Relations
Graduation is only a concept. I n real life every
day you graduate. Graduation is a process that
goes on until the last day of your life. If you can
grasp that, you'll make a difference. ~Arie
Pencovici

•

Kendall Covitz
Marketing

Joseph D'Oria
Architecture
Always Live The Dream.

John Cutrone
Marketing

•

I
�

�
. ' ,• � . 11
Olivia Cornell
Psychology - Spanish

lt takes a lot of courage to release the familiar
and seemingly secure, to embrace the new. But
there 1s no real security 1n what is no longer
meaningful. There is more security 1n the
adventurous and exciting. For in movement there
is life, and 1n change there 1s power. ·A. Cohen

Brian Coyne
Secasr

Elizabeth Correa

Elementary Education • American Studies
You have brains in your head. You have feet in
your shoes. You can steer yourself any direction
you choose. You're on your own. And you know
whal you know. And YOU are the guy who'll
decide where to go.
•Dr. Seuss

Adrienne Crombie
Dance Performance
Life is a dance, from one stage
to the next.

Did you know?
Christie Console has been Treasurer and Vice President for Stage Company.
Olivia Cornell was on the Equestrian Team.
Adrienne Crombie was in Dance Theatre.
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Conor Crowe
Construction Management

I

'\

Christie Console
Theater - Communications
Dance like no one is watching.
Sing like no one 1s listening.
Love like you've never been
hurt and live like it's heaven on
Earth.- Mark Twain

Brenton Conley
Criminal Justice

Amanda daCunha
Global Communication

Kacie Danielsen
English Literature

Andrew Dahlman
Engineering

Matthew Dean
Architecture

Nicholas Defusco
Biology
Sic transit gloria mundi.

Gary Decicco Jr.
Marketing
In this great future you can't
forget your past.

Did you know ?
Amanda daCunha was involved in SOAR.
Nicholas Defusco was a member of Beta Beta Beta
Section L
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Emma Degregorio
Psychology
The most important thing is to
en1oy life- to be happy- that's
all that matters. -Audrey
Hepburn

Marissa Delorey
Creative Writing

Nicole Desroches
Psychology
Like a painted wild mustang.
Fly1n' out across the open
range.

Frank Deleo
Political Science

Ashley Demers
Elementary Education
Enjoy everything that happens
in your life, but never make
your happiness or success
dependent on an attachment to
any person, place, or thing.

William Devylder
Construction Management

Joseph Dellamura
Legal Studies - Political
Science

Robert Deschenes

Megan Dias
Communications

Did you know?
Emma Degregorio was the Secretary for the Campus Entertainment Network.
Nicole Desroches was a member of the Cross Country team all four years.
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Dana Disanto
Elementary Education

Alyssa Donovan
Criminal Justice

Miranda Downing
Legal Studies & Psychology

William Doling
Construction Management

Paul Doolan
Criminal Justice- Psychology
Carpe diem quam m1rnme
credula postero.

Barbara Eager
Psychology

Christopher D1sciullo
Criminal Justice

Matthew Donovan
Criminal Justice

Chad Dupuis
Accounting
A Champion is someone who
gets up, even when they can't.
- Natalie Rogers

Did you know?
C h ris Discuilo was the Senior class President.
Pau l Doolan was a Resident Assistant.
Chad Dupuis played Baseball.
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Caitlin Emmons
Biology
In the end, you only hit what
you aim at. Henry David
Thoreau

Karen Eng
Architecture And Visual Arts

Lrve with rntention. Walk on the edge. Listen
hard Practice wellness. Ptay with abandon
laugh. Choose with no regret. Continue to
learn. Appreciate your friends. Do what you
love. Live as 11 this is an there is.- Mary Anne
Radmacher

William Ertel

Alexander Evans
History
Give 'em hell'

Caitleen Evers
Accounting

Amy Falcone
Visual Arts Studies
An obsession with the past is
like a dead fly.

Caitlin Feeley
Biology

Stephanie Feeney
Psychology

Matthew Feighery
Psychology
Time you enjoy wasting, was
not wasted.- John Lennon

Did you know?
Caitlin Emmons was a Student Advocate.
Karen Eng was a member of Stage Crew.
Matthew Feighery was a Health and Wellness Educator for 3 years.
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Jonathan Fergione
Accounting

Cara Fideli
Public Relations

Andrew Finnemeyer
Marine Biology

Robert Ford
Engineering

Leah Freedman
Marine Biology
Real science is done in a bikini.

Bryanna Fucci

Communication

Caitlin Ferriter
Criminal Justice - Psychology
It's something unpredictable.
but in the end it's nght. I hope
you had the time of your life.

Marc Flamm
Management

Jonathan Galuska
Construction Management
Victory goes to the player who
makes the next-to-last mistake.

Did you know?
Jon Fergione was President of the Inter Residence Hall Association for 2008-2009.
Caitlin Ferriter was a Bridge to Success mentor.
Jonathon Galuska was a member of the Men's Swimming and Diving team.
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Lindsey Gardell
Biology - Psychology
You will make it, but only 1f you
run. -Julian Plenti

Thomas Gardner
Marketing

Stephanie Gatsiadis
Psychology
You won't realize the distance
you've walked until you take a
look around and realize how far
you've been.

Kevin Goodhue
Criminal Justice
I have let my schooling
interfere with my education.
Mark Twain

Daniel Gortze
Computer Information Systems

Ryan Goodwin
Engineering

'- ,

Christopher Gatzak
Management

Jonathan Golden
Business Management

Elizabeth Gaudet
Elementary Education
English Literature
Do what makes you happy. Be with
who makes you smile. Laugh as much
as possible, and love as long as you
live.

Lindsey Glazer
Marketing
The purpose of life, after all, is to live it,
to taste experience to the utmost, to
reach out eagerly and without fear for
newer and richer experiences. Eleanor
Roosevelt

Jessica Goldstein
Marketing

Adam Gonsalves
Computer Information Systems

Did you know?
Lindsey Gardell was on the Recycling and Sustainability Committee.
Elizabeth Gaudet was a member of Sigma Tau Delta.
Lindsey Glazer worked for Conceirge.
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Caitlin Gosselin
Biology
Just love life, live passionately
and do everything you want to
do! You only get one shot!

Erin G reenberg
Business Management
After a while you just want to
be with the one that makes you
laugh -Sex and The City

Christopher Grant
Computer Information Systems
To be yourself in a world that is
constantly trying to make you
something else is the greatest
accomplishment.

Brittney Gracia
Psychology
The greatest mistakes we make are the risks
we don't take. If you think something will
make you happy, go for 1t, so that you won't
live your life asking, ''What 1f?'' and telling
yourself, "If only".

Edward Gushue
Finance

Heather Gullberg
History

Did you know?
Erin Greenberg was president of Hillel.
Caitlin Gosselin was a part of Student Senate.
Brittney Gracia had a Minor in Business Management.
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Robert Hagerman
Construction Management

Kiera Haley
Journalism

Amanda Hayes
Marine Biology

Megan Haley
Management

Charles Hall
Biology

John Hannigan
Criminal Justice
Every man dies. Not every man
really lives. - William Wallace

Ryan Hirce
Construction Management

Vasilios Hatziioannou
Biology

Steven Hovis
Construction Management

John Harrison
Historic Preservation

Amanda Haskins
Secondary Education - English
Literature
This above all: To thine own
self be true. Hamlet

Did you know?
Amanda Haskins was the President of Dance Club.
Kiera Haley studied abroad in Italy.
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Ashley Hinson
Dance Performance
Economics

Leslie Hackbarth
Psychology

Section L

Brandon Herrick
Business Management

Brigid Houlihan
Mathematics - Secondary
Education
No matter how you feel, get up,
dress up, and show up.
-Regina Brett

Ryan Horowitz
Finance

Kara Johnson
Dance Performance Elementary Education

Kali Johanson
Visual Arts

Did you know?
Bri g id Houlihan was on the Swimming and Diving team.
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Kerry Johnston
Marine Biology

Danielle Jordan
Criminal Justice
Everything I am or could ever
hope to be, I owe to my angel
mother. -Abraham Lincoln

Brian Kennedy
Marketing

Michael Keohane
Psychology

Ryan Kisken
Finance

Daniel Knierim
Accounting

Nicholas Kochanasz
Criminal Justice

Ryan Kole
Construction Management

Corey Konnick
Marketing

Did you know?
Danielle Jordan was President of the Women's Center.
Corey Konnick was Head Resident Assistant of Almeida.
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Danielle Lachance
Marine Biology - Psychology
All our dreams can come true,
if we have the courage to
pursue them. - Walt Disney

Ashley Lago
English Literature- German
Creative Writing
Happiness is the greatest
wealth of all.

Rebecca Lamarre
Political Science

Diane Lavoie
Elementary Education

Brian Leduc
Psychology
Sometimes you're ahead.
Sometimes you're behind. The
race is long, and in the end, it's
only with yourself.

G regory Levis
Construction Management

Allison Lacomb
Marketing

Corinne Lavallee
Elementary Education Psychology

Elizabeth Lemasters
Biology

Did you know?
Danielle LaChance was an Admission Ambassador.
Ashley Lago was President of the German Club.
Brian LeDuc was Chair of the Inter Class Council tor three years.
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A. Courtney Levitsky
Legal Studies - Spanish

Jennifer Linehan
Marine Biology
Be who you are and say what you
feel, because those who mind don't
matter and those who matter don't
mind.-Or. Seuss

Allison Livezey
Legal Studies-Psychology
Life is not measured by the
breaths you take but by the
moments that take your breath
away.

Sarah Lloyd
Communications

Nicholas Longo
Criminal Justice

Madelyn Love
Public Relations

Timothy Luddy
Marketing

Sean Macpherson
Marketing

James Macwilliam
Criminal Justice

Did you know?
Jennifer Linehan was a member of the Marine Science Club.
Alli Livezey was Head Resident Assistant of Bayside Courts.
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Daniel Malkin
Communications

Lauren Marini
International Relations

Michael Marinaccio
Psychology
As far as we can discern, the sole
purpose of human existence 1s to
kindle a light of meaning in the
darkness of mere being. - Carl G .
Jung

Joshua Marrese
Psychology

Heather Martin
Communications

Matthew Martin
Business Management

Todd Massari
Marine Biology

Caitlin Mayo
Architecture Masters

Shawn Masse
Legal Studies- Anthropology Sociology

Did you know?
Michael Marinaccio was an Admissions Assistant.
Shawn Masse was a member of Mock Trial.
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Katie McCann
Communications

Ian McCarthy
Marketing

Chelsea McEnery
History
There's a fine line between
recklessness & courage;
there's a fine line between
chaos & creation.

Christopher Meier
Criminal Justice - Spanish

Samantha Messier
Accounting

Joseph Mello
Engineering
For my Dad

_..,...-,_

Ellena McFarland
Psychology - Elementary
Education

Elizabeth McGraw
Communications

Michael Mclaughlin
Public Relations

Nathaniel McNamee
Finance

Casey Meagher
Communications
Live the life you have
imagined.

Amanda Medeiros
Accounting

Did you know?
Chelsea McEnery was a member of Theta Phi Alpha.
Casey Meagher was a member of the Swimming and Diving team for four years.
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Francis Messina
American Studies

Jeffrey Moore
International Relations

Lauren Mitofsky
Elementary Education Psychology

Michael M1can
Markellng
Be Safe, Study Hard, Have
Fun. Walk With A Friend.

Kimberly Moyers
Psychology

Kaitlin Mucciarone
Elementary Educallon

Did you know?
Joseph Mello holds a record as a Springboard Diver.
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Michael Murphy
Biology
You might be disappointed if
you fail, but you'll be doomed if
you never try.

Ch ristopher Nadeau
Accounting
Success is relative; strive to be
successful at whatever means
the most to you.

Christopher O'Brien
English Literature- Theatre
Human kind cannot gain
anything without first giving
something in return. To obtain,
something of equal value must
be lost.

Michael Norman
Criminal Justice

Meagan O'Reilly
Psychology - Elementary
Education

Stephanie Olesen
Communications

Emily Nason
Graphic Design - Public
Relations

Brittany O'Neil
Chemistry

Janel Olmstead
Art & Architectural History

Did you know?
Michael Murphy was a a Student Admissions Assistant Leader.
Christopher O'Brein was a member of Alpha Chi.
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Evan Page
Construction Management

Ryan Parker
Criminal Justice

George Panagopoulos
Finance
Live & Love baby!

Spencer Paulick
Marketing

Gina Pegoraro
Psychology

Allison Pease
Psychology

Sean Perry
Finance - Management

Vanessa Piccirilli
Biology - Psychology

Jessica Pica

Did you know ?
Roger Wil liams U n iversity was founded in 1 956.
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Todd Pikor
Construst1on Management

Katherine Pilalas
Criminal Justice

Kelsey Pinney
Psychology

Enc Pitts
Construction Management

Angela Possinger
Biology
For where your treasure is,
there will your heart be also.

Molly Post
Finance

Emily Pratt
Public Relations

Megan Rafferty
Elementary Education

Jenny Rapp
Accounting
Do not follow where the path may
lead ... go instead where there is
no path and leave a trail. -Ralph
Waldo Emerson

Did you know?
Angela Possinger was in the Honors program.
Megan Rafferty was a member of Dance Club.
Jenny Rapp was Vice President of the German Club.
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Shannon Riccio
Creative Writing- Theatre
Don't cry because it's over.
Smile because it happened.
-Dr. Seuss

Casey Richardson
Construction Management

Katelin Richard
Elementary Education
Psychology

Devhan Ring
Elementary Education

Rebecca Rodgers
Psychology

Jaclyn Roche
Secondary Education - English

Katheryn Rogalski
Legal Studies - Political
Science

Danielle Rubenstein
Mathematics

Colby Roy
Criminal Justice

Did you know?
Shannon Riccio was in the 201 0 production of the Vagina Monologues.
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Steven Rubino
Construction Management

Ramiro Ruiz
International Business

Nadia Sakhi
Business Management

Brittany Saucier
Marketing

Alyssa Schankman
Elementary Education
English Literature
I am not a teacher, but an
awakener. -Robert Frost

Colin Schaub
I nternational Relations

Keri Rusich
Psychology

Ashley Saunders
Communications
Never be bullied into silence.
Never allow yourself to be made a
victim. Accept no one's definition
of your life; define yourself.
- Harvey Fierstein

Jessica Schieble
Public Administration

Did you know?
Alyssa Shankman was a member of the Future Teachers of America.
Ashley Saunders was Vice President of the Student Body.
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Kristie Schmitt
Communications

Laura Scott
Finance

Leah Seckinger
Criminal Justice

Timothy Shay
Graphic Design
Communications

Hannah Sherman
Marine Biology
You must be the change you
wish to see in the world.

Amy Silvia
Anthropology - Sociology

George Schork
Engineering

David Shapiro
Criminal Justice

College has been !he best time ol my life and I have my lneods 10 tnan�
for 11, !here ere no words to descnbe the amount ol laughs wove had
and the memories we'Ve made Than!< you to my parents J would never
have made 11 ltus tar w11hoo1 your love and support And to Ashley
you've made my hie better JUSI by bemg 1n II. I love you •Doi, t ciy
because irs over. Smile because 11 happened •

Jamie Silva
English Literature - Secondary
Education
In a world passing through my
fingers, I still chase the wind.

Did you know?
David Shapiro was a member of the Tennis team.
Hannah Sherman was a member of the Rowing team.
Jamie Silva was a Cheerleader.
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Michael Simeone
Finance

Katie Smigelski
Criminal Justice
Serenity, Courage, Wisdom

Ashlee Soares
Psychology
Don't aim for success if you
want it; just do what you love
and believe in, and it will come
naturally. ~David Frost

Jeffrey Simpson
Construction Management

Radford Skudrna
Creative Writing - Anthropology
- Sociology

Dayna Smith
Accounting
Only the curious have
something to find.

Sarah Smith
Journalism

Jennifer Sokolski
Dance Performance Elementary Education
Don't be afraid of the space
between your dreams and
reality. If you can dream it, you
can make it so.

Brian Spazzarini
Construction Management

Did you know?
Dayna Smith was a member of the Womens Rugby team.
Jennifer Sokolski was a participant in Dance Theater for four years.
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Jacquelyn Spencer
Psychology

Joseph Strumolo
Finance
Continuous effort, not strength
or intelligence, is the key to
unlocking our potential.
- Sir. Winston Churchill

Victoria Sweezy
Marketing

Seth Steinberg
Finance

Lindsey Sullivan
Marketing
Love the life you live and have
no regrets.

Rachel Taylor
Public Relations
Communications

Timothy Steamer
Construction Management
If I fall If I die know I lived 11 to
the fullest.

Molly Struzziery
Legal Studies

Samantha Taylor
Biology - Chemistry

Did you know?
Seth Steinberg was a member of Delta Sig.
Lindsay Sullivan was the Program Assistant Coordinator for Student Programs and Leadership.
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Cora Tetreault
Psychology- Legal Studies

Ashley Thomas
Criminal Justice
If one advances confidently 1n the direction of
his dreams, and endeavors to live the life
which he has imaged, he will meet with
success unexpected in common hours.
-Henry David Thoreau

Sara Tiani
Elementary Education

Andrew Vachon
Engineering

Christopher Venezia
Finance

Matthew Visgilio
Finance

Angela Vince
Cornrnunications

Richard Wallbank
International Business

Ashley Washington
Creative Writing

Jenna Thomas
Architecture

Sara Turrini
Communications

Annmarie Thompson
Graphic Design

Vanessa Thurston
Legal Studies - Political
Science

Allison Trombetta
Psychology

Jennifer Turcotte
Architecture
"Laugh as much as you
breathe and love as long as
you live.

Did you know?
Susan Thaxter was on the Student Athlete Advisory Committee.
Jennifer Turcotte was a member of AIAS.
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Veronica Velasquez
Architecture

Susan Thaxter
Marketing
Where ever you go, there you
are.

Kyle Warner
Political Science - Communications
New knowledge is the most valuable
commodity on earth. The more truth we
have to work with, the ncher we
become. - Kurt Vonnegut

Did you know?
Ashley Washington was a Student Advocate.
Kyle Warner worked for Housing.
Section L
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Kayla Waskiewicz
Anthropology - Sociology
The happiest people don't always have
the best of everything, they just make
the best of everything that they have.

Stephanie Watson
Finance

I believe 1ha1 everything happens tor a reason People change
so lhat you can learn to let go. ttungs go WfOOSI so that you
appr8Clalo them when the,r nght. you believe lies so you
eventuauy ieam to trust no one Dul. yourse1f and sorne11mes
good thuigs fall apart so better things can !all together
Mar�yn Mo,uoo

Daniel Whalen
Business Management

Ashley Wojnar
Dance Performance- Elementary Education
One day your life will flash before your eyes. Make
sure it's worth watching.

Kelleigh Welch
Journalism - Art And
Architectural History

Carly White
Communications

Austin Wirth
Visual Arts

Kacy Zaborowski
Elementary Education

Paige Zaccaria
Finance

KWD and my seven dwarves - Never a dull moment when we
are together. Bng1d. Jen, and Kara - I couldn't have found better
friends and roomies 11 I tned Dave - You are my best lnend and 1
cannot picture my life without you. 1 love you!

Did you know?
Stephanie Watson was President of the Financial Management Association.
Kelleigh Welch was Editor in Chief of the Hawks' Herald.
Ashley Wojnar was involved in Dance Theatre.
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Danielle Zoller
English Literature

Leila Zahka
Finance

Kristin Cavoores

Patrick Condon
Historic Preservation

Jillian Zalewski
Public Relations Communications

I wanna do something that matters.say something
drlferent. something that sets the whole world on
!l's ear,I wanna do somethm better, with lhe time
I've been given, and I wanna try to touch a few
hearts m this hie and leave noth1n less that
something thal says I was here

Liz Capizola

Dwight Ely
Finance
Don't take life too seriously.
You'll never get out alive

Eliot Gibbs

Did you know?
Jillian Zalewski was the Public Relations chair for the Campus Entertainment Network.
Dwight Ely was involved in Beta Gamma Sigma.
Section L
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Ronit Malekan
Architecture

Laurissa Jazwa

Ashley Portal
Legal Studies -Public Relations
Communications
If you create your own reality,
nothing is unattainable.

I know I am not alone in
thinking the past four years flew
by. Time at Roger Williams
seemed to slip away even when
I was making a conscious effort
to soak in every last moment.
Despite how quickly time pass
ed, I was able to meet some
incredible people, faculty and
professional staff included.
Among
these
incredible
people: someone I split the cost
of true love with the first time I
met her, another who shared my
ridiculous obsession with Power
Rangers, Scrubs, and Boon
docks Saints (at one time or
another I have actually referred
to him as Tommy, JDNanilla
Bear, or Connor). Another who
would selflessly spent his last
dollar to buy me a movie ticket
because he knew I would love it,
and another who would smile
and enthusiastically ask how I
was doing every time we
crossed paths. I loved how I
could walk anywhere on campus
and see someone I had devel
oped this type of relationship
with.
In my experience, as a stu-

dent at Roger Williams, the
faculty was able to instill a
passion for criminal justice/
psychology and strengthen my
appreciation for education. As a
result, I will be attending grad
uate school in the fall.
In my experience, working
for the Department of Resi
dence Life and Housing, the
professional staff were able to
make me feel welcomed,
appreciated, and respected. As
a result, many of my super
visors became friends and
some became family. There is
no question Roger Williams
became my home.
Reflecting on the last four
years I have learned a lot about
myself and I am proud of all
that I have accomplished and of
the person I have become.
Recognizing that I would not
have done as well as I did nor
would I have had as much fun
as I had if it were not for those
people. I would like to sincerely
thank everyone who has made
my experience at Roger Will
iams truly memorable. Thank
you.
- Paul Doolan. '10

I am a storyteller. When asked to write
down an aspect of my experience at RWU, 1t
was nearly impossible to select one story
worth the attention over all others. If I could, I
would write an entire novel about what RWU
has done for me, I could give immense
details and describe how I've changed from
my first day to my last.
I came here not knowing what I wanted
to do. I had always thought about journalism
as a career path, but never thought I would
be able to do it. But college, and the college
experience taught me that I should follow
that intuition, and not be so afraid.
During my four years at RWU, I kept
multiple small notebooks in my bag, and
anytime I needed to write something down, a
thought, an idea, a quote, an interview, my
homework. My purpose for these, was to
provide myself with a record of what was
going in my life, what I was feeling, what I
experienced. This way, I could look back and
be able to tell the stories of my time here,
and to immortalize my college experience in
words.
I changed dramatically, coming out of
my shell and growing. I am confidant with
who I am and am ready for the real world.

And I owe this all to my expenences.
Through the people I've met, the friendships
I've made. through the newspaper, the radio
station, study abroad, onentation, planet
forward, and even my daily routine of aca
demics, I've learned about myself and have
grown to a point where I know rm ready for
the real world.
I don't need to write a novel about my
experiences, or to highlight a spec1f1c one.
College for me was incredible. I wouldn't be
the person I am today without RWU, and the
experiences that I went through. And through
my own record, I can look back and know
that did college right, and that I truly enioyed
every aspect of 11.
Looking back, there is only one thing I
can say. A quote, from one of my favorite
movies that sums up everything that
describes me.
"A man tells stories so many times that
he becomes the stories. They live on after
him and in that way, he becomes immortal."
Big Fish
I am a storyteller, and I know that RWU
will be a very important part of my stories for
years to come.

Kelleigh. Welch, '10
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Before I even arrived
on campus, I aspired to
be involved, and looking
back, my experience at
Roger Williams was an
amazing chance to cre
ate opportunities in and
outside of the commun
ity.
After being elected as
Freshman class Presi
dent and getting involv
ed in SOAR, I became
connected to a network
of students that wanted
to have a positive im
pact on campus, and
have fun doing it! The
next three years were
full of retreats, confer
ences, and amazing op
portunities through na
tional
organizations
such
as
NACA,
for
whom I now sit on the
Board of Directors.
I am sad to leave
behind such an amazing
community, but leaving
my involvement know
ing that I increasingly
sought out opportunities
to benefit my future
aspirations and enhance
my leadership abilities,
and I can leave certain
that my experiences at
RWU have done so.

- Brian leDuc, ' I 0

One tra.dltlon that ha.s continued from last year
to this year is the night before graduation, the
Seniors run up the hill from Bayside and jump
In the fountain In front of the school at
midnight. The activity tha.t originated by a few
students last year grew Into a full event this
year with over a hundred people who
participated. It was a great way to say goodbye
to Roger Williams from the seniors and even the
spectators e!\Joyed watching the frollck.

-
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GroWing up,
my friends
always thought I would be the
one who would be too afraid to
leave the comfort of home in
my little one-horse town. I
guess you can say that an act
of defiance resulted in me
packing up my things and
heading out on the road to
Rhode Island. I was plagued
with homesickness and wanted
nothing more than to do
exactly what my friends had
preructed -- go back to the
comfort of my home. But,
surprisingly, I learned that I
was a fighter.
Instead of quitting, I found
a job on campus, got involved
in Orientation, joined Dance
Club, participated in SOAR,
and low and behold, I managed
to find that RWU soon became
as comfortable as home. I slept
soundly at night knowing that
I had " found my fit at RWU ,
to borrow the phrase on our t
shirts from Orien-tation way
back in 2006.
I look back on my four
years now, at the people who
have come and gone, the
friends who have firmly stood
by my side, the places I have
gone, and the things I have
done, and I smile knowing that
I made it. My success story is
probably very idealistic com
pared to others, but my story
is not meant to be pasted on
the front of the Rec Center
reading, Check out the Roger
Williams poster child! In fact,
my journey to graduation was
long, grueling. heartbreaking,
and even ugly at times. To
quote a phrase that s written
on my mirror right now, " No
one ever said life was easy,
but in the end it's worth it. '
And believe me when I say. . it
was. RWU 1 0<3
Amanda Haskins, '10

After four years
at Roger
Williams, you
realize that
some of your
friends have
been with you
through it all.
No one would
change that for
the world.

for my time on the Sailing team.
As an Resident Assistant for three
years,! have had the privilege of working
with people that have forever changed my
perspective on life. Beginning my senlor year
as the Vice President of the Senlor Class, I
was unaware of the challenges that faced me,
including taking over the role of President
half way through the year. But through it all,
I have gained some of the best friends that a
person could have and I have made It
through many life-changing experiences.
conference championships for cross country Thank you Roger Wllliams for four years well
and rankings as high as fourth in the nation spent.

Although I've done and been through a
lot in my four years at Roger Williams, my
senior year was both the most challenging
and the most rewarding of my time here by
far. Four years spent on the Cross Country
team and a year as Captain, taught me the
importance of having endurance and pushing
through; two years on the Sailing team
taught me how to deal with elements that are
completely out of your control, both in your
personal life and In the cold winter weather.
With that came many rewards, four

Chris Disciullo, ' 1 0

These are the people you
will never forget. And
all the memories of them
will overflow forever,
The people are why you
never forget Roger
Williams, not the classes.

One of the greatest things I learned 1n
college dld not have to do with anything I
ln the classroom or even in my
Involvement, but came from the bonds I had
made with friends.

has meant more to me and taught me more
than anything else at RWU. Through creating
this amazing bond I was able to stay sane.
and accomplish more than I had ever thought
possible. In the end I learned that good
When I started my freshman year, I was friends can truly change your life, and help
not your average student, I dldn' t really you complete any goal or dream you may
drink, and only had about three friends. I have.
ate every meal with these three friends and
Now that I have more than three friends,
hung out with them practically 24/7, we as I graduate, I remember all of the great
were like a family. After freshman year, accomplishments and goals that we have all
some of us grew apart as we made new fri met with the help and support of each other,
ends and created new bonds with dlfferent and know that if we had not all become
people around campus, but I remained friends then we would not have been able to
extremely close to one of them.
accomplish everything that we have had, and
Through my four years I have learned would not have been able to leave our mark
that having that one person to lean on on the University.
through thick and thin is something that
learned

Jill 2.alewski, 1 1 0
1 9"

Most memorable experience at RWU
. . . When I led the Orientation Advisors
during the run-out on the first day to
introduce ourselves, I was suppose to
run alongside one of the walls, and I
totally forgot in the heat in the moment.
That led to me leading twenty or so

screaming OAs through the crowds of
parents and students! It wasn't that
bad --expect we had to run around
chairs, tables and people. Whoops,
my bad. Definitely, an experience I will
always remember.

Justin Cirisoli. '10

I used t o b e shy, nervous, unsure o f myself, afraid to
take chances, apprehensive to meet new people. and
hesitant to partake m new expenences.
As a freshman at AWU, I was second guessing my
decision to go away to school. Sure, I was not far from home
but I felt worlds away. Sure, there was "always something• to
do on campus but l lei! like there were better things to do
back at home.
Throughout my time at RWU, I learned a Jot: and nol
only inside of the classroom. Outside of the classroom, r
learned more about myself than 1 had ever allowed myself to.
l opened my mind to new experiences. t took a few risks and
I took a few chances. Those risks and chances, I came to
realize, were well worth the effort. l learned that shyness,

nervousness. insecurities, apprehensiveness, and hes1tat1on
could be conquered by putting mind over matter
With one punch. I broke out of my shell I am outgomg
l am eager to experience new thrngs and meet new people I
am confident. I am sure of myself. I am always looking for a
new challenge. The people I was apprehensive 10 meet.
became more than my friends; they became my family Now.
with one step. I can continue on this Journey that we call life
knowing that these past four years have played a s1grnf1cant
role 1n molding me into the man that I am today
As I continue to grow, I will keep close to my heart the
growth, the memones, and the fnendships that were
developed at Roger Wilhams University

Jerrel Burgo, '10
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Roger Williams Career Fair
March 3 1 , 201 0
Students, especially seniors,
are able to meet with different
employers in the region and
network to secure a job after they
leave school in a few months.
Seniors give out their resumes and
are able to learn about where
people are hiring and in what
fields. It is a good learning
opportunity for students to learn
how to talk to professionals in a
more casual setting.

Students try to prepare prior to entering
the Career Fair so that they are prepared
to tail< to who might be their future
employer.

i <JH Section L

Even Juniors who wanted ajump on the Job market
were able to come and make connections

The welcoming check in people (left)
were able to give everyone the
information they needed to know about
what employers were available before
the students walked into the Fieldhouse.

Meet with candidates for full-time,
part-time, summer positions, intern
ships and co-ops. Graduate schools
can also meet with potential candi
dates for educational opportunities.
Our Career Center staff is avail
able to assist you with your hiring
needs and increase your visibility in
our community. We encourage all
employers to attend to promote your
organization and talk about plans for
the future.
- Courtesy of Roger Williams Website
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Employers tried to answer as many questions that the students
had for not only the potential they might bring to their company
but also to prepare the students for interviews after college.
Students (above) look in their Career Fair programs to decld,
the booths that they need to stop at before leaving.

Dress code at the event varied depending on
major and on whether or not students had
originally planned on attending the fair.
Some students came dressed in suits and
high heels, while others came in sweatshirts
and jeans. Everything was a learning
experience.

cCXl Section L

Many companies tried to bring
in gimmicks to hand out to
potential employees to entice
them to their booths.

Once inside the Fieldhouse
students were able to go to dif
ferent booths that each of the
employers had set up to welcome
the students. Many students had
been worried about the job market
and the availability of jobs in the
area. For most, the Career Fair
was an extremely helpful event
and students were able to gain
more realistic expectations of life
after they leave Roger Williams .
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Senior Barbecue
May 20, 20 10
Colt State Park

ities to choose from at
the barbecue whether it
be plays some sports
with friends or just
lounging about.
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Tne Senio� Ba,rpefcue, is .held on the Thursday before
Commericem.�
'1] {�very year. After a few hours of
·rehearsing Commencement,
the entire Senior class is
·•·· ' -·
invited to' �1t. tf;}�,��e park to enjoy a catered barbecue by ,
_
Bon Appetit�· )VIany_students bring footballs or frisbees
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The class officers (below) were
present to give out door prizes to
some lucky seniors. Corey
Konnick (left) was one of the
lucky seniors to win something
for being present at the barbecue.
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Seniors were able
to enjoy the food
and the sun as this
beautiful day. It
was a time to say
some see you
later ' s and maybe
some goodbyes.

Some Seniors
decided to play
corn hole, a game
that involves bean
bags and shooting
toward a plank of
wood. Others
decided to just get
some rays and
work on their
summer tans.

Many students brought their
pets with them to the park to
play with them and show them
off to their classmates.
Christine Nelson (left) brought
her puppy Bert with her.
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The Parent Dinner Dance is held every year the
night before Commencement. This year ' s event was
held at the Venus de Milo in Swansea, Massachusetts.
The event is held for the parents, families and
students to have one last night to spend together
before graduation.
The event had a substantial and tasty buffet
dinner. Speeches were made by Petra Van Meter,
Assistant Director of Student Programs & Leadership
and advisor of ICC, to the class officers commending
their hardwork throughout the year, and runner up
commencement speaker, Ashley Lago, who gave a
portion of her speech as well. More gifts to the senior
class were given before the dance floor was opened to
all. Many parents and families had a great time
dancing with their students throughout the night.
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Many memories were
made during the
evening by taking
pictures or from
dancing the chicken
dance with friends.

The room was packed with
families and students wanting to
share this last night with their
students. The Venus de Milo
was a very pleasant restaurant
for the evening' s festivities.

The Rhode Island Highlanders Ripe Band
led the Processional into the tent to start
the Commencement Ceremonies. They also
led the Recessional out of the tent as well.

.
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Commencement for the 2010 . graduating'class was· filled with a wide range o
emotions for everyone who attended. From parents, grandparents, friends, aunts
uncles and staff, everyone assembled from as early at 7am for the 10am ceremon
Most people in attendance were thrilled to attend the event and were over flow!
with pride for whatever student they were there to see. The graduates gathere
in the fieldhouse within the Rec Center to assemble into their graduation line u
Outside the parents began to find their seats and scramble for some last minut
·
tickets that they might need. The tent was bursting with excitement!
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ceremonies were
Thomas Gleason,
President of Student
Senate 2010-20 1 1 ,
Bryan Dunn, Vice
President of Student
Senate 20 10-20 1 1, and
Nick Tsimortos,
Treasurer of Student
Senate 20 10·20 1 1 .
The faculty that and staff were the first to enter the tent
while walking in between the graduates who had lined up.
Each of the Faculty and Staff wore the gown and hoods
from the most recent degree that they had earned
which makes for a colorful affair.
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Good morning and congratulations
to the Class of 20 10!

Every year, President Nirschel gives an
uplifting arrl often extremely memorable
si:m:h to the gra:luating seniors. The
folloWing was this year'S si:m:h.

President
Roy J. Nrshche� Ph. D.
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I know it's hard t o believe that y o u are
graduating. I know some of you and it is
really hard for me to believe you are
actually graduating. And for some of you I
ask didn 't you graduate last year?
Today is a day for the Class of 20 I O but
also for all the mothers, fathers, guardians,
grandparents, relatives, friends, spouses,
domestic partners, GFs, B Fs and B FFs
under this tent as wel l . So, by the power
vested in me by the Board of Trustees, I
pronounce all of you alumni of Roger
Will iams Uni versity with all the attendant
rights and privi leges. Congratulations. This
means on Monday you can expect a
telemarketing call from the alumni office
asking for money.
Let me acknowledge the Chairman of
the Board Richard B ready, also an honorary
son of Roger Will iams, and the trustees and
others on the dais, and soon to be doctors
Bratton, Mederos and Stoico. I especially
want to recognize the faculty, half of whom
have joined Roger Williams in this past
decade. This is a great day for them, and I
am glad so many of you are here. This is
also a day made possible by the great staff

in Facil ities, Public Safety and Dining, and
our events guru and my Special Assistant
All ison Chase Padula, Jon S mall and their
team and, of course, Gordon Wood.
I have many wonderful col leagues on
this campus but I want to si ngle out two
that are special to this occasion which is
about students and learn ing. Our Vice
Presidelll for Swdent Affairs, John King the
face behind the emaib you receive and
Laura de Abruna, the Provost and number
two officer of the Uni versity. They have
done a terri fic job on behalf of this class.
And I thank them.
Commencement speeches are typical!)
one third obl igatory, one third profound and
one thi rd humorous. I have heard a lot of
speeches and given a few; sometimes it is
hard to figure out which third is which. I do
know that all speeches are made better by
being made brief, so I w i l l strive for that
today.
Obligatory. I am not a big fan of
obligatory. but it's important to remember
that there are things you cannot avoid:
death, taxes. and "American Idol." Your
employer will demand things of you your
parents and significant other will expect it.
And there are rules, laws, customs, social
mores that society expects you to adhere to.

even if those rules defy logic sometimes.
My advice ? Get to a position where you
can change the things that should be
changed. Understand the status quo, but do
not accept it blindly. I believe this fal l s
under the profound part o f m y speech.
Also, remember that l i fe has dis
appointments, minor and major. You may
not win Powerball: you may not appear on
"The Biggest Loser;'' you may fall a
percentage point short of graduating
magna cum laude. These are relatively
minor di sappoint ments.
There are bigger setbacks. For exam
ple, in the Old Testament, Cain slew his
brother Abel: in ancient Rome, Caesar was
k i l led by his friend Brutus; and what about
what happened to that poor Snooki on
"Jersey Shore."
But remember also the wonderful
surprises the kindness of strangers; the
shopkeeper in Florence who gave you
directions; the student from a different
culture who became your friend; the
teacher who reached out when you were
struggli ng: the community service project
that changed your l i fe.
Plato said the unexpected is l i kely to
happen if you let it. Let it. And hopefu l ly,

RWU the ROG, RWOO, RDubs has left
you prepared to face the agony and the
ecstasy that is the human condition.
Over the past few years, hope and
change have emerged as American and
global mantras. That happens every so
often . We have certainly seen change in
our country and on this campus:
* The first African American President
* The end of the Chameleon C lub
* The effects of the recession 25 cent
wings no more
* The effects of Vice President K i ng and I
smoking
* The Student Union, the New Academic
Bui lding, NAB and whatever else it was
called being deconstructed
B ut while change is constant, there have
also been some constants that haven' t
changed:
* Manny and our fine mail service
* Kate Tobin; where every parking
violation is a teaching moment
* And more globally (over in distant
Warren), the friendly face of Linda Clark,
attorney at Law

Each class and year is special. This one
is no exception. You are leaving as one of
our truly terrific faculty members has
decided to retire and explore other aspects
of her l ife Diane Comiskey. Diane, thanks
for being such a great teacher and
community citizen.
This is a tent full of stories about you,
our students. Dina Hatoum, the last of
three Hatoum girls to come to Roger
Williams. Palesti nians from B rooklyn here
in B ristol ; talk about learning to bridge the
world. It's the end of an era unless Mr. and
Mrs. Hatoum have a niece or nephew?
B rian McGrath, who has been the main
man at the University Residence and l ike a
member of my family (I am not sure that's
a good thing or not). B ut, B rian, thanks for
all you' ve done.
To all the great presidential ambass
adors l ike Stephen, Lindsay and Veronica,
thank you for being such great repre
sentatives. Team Care, MSU, everyone
who played a sport. CEN, sometimes
students argued that your decisions were
Ludacris, and it was hard to be above The
Fray, but there has been some great pro
gramming on campus because of you.
Thanks.
I want to salute the dozens of young

men and women in ROTC and the military
who serve our country. This afternoon I
will be with Joe Strumolo and Kyle
Rodgers as they are commissioned as
Second Lieutenants. Not with us today is
Matt O' B rien, who is serving in Iraq but
his wife, Michelle, will be accepting his
degree. I also want to recognize the
commi tted women and men who are going
off to serve in Vista, the Peace Corps and
to teach the next generation of students.
To our Afghan girls, Nadia, Haseema,
and Salma, and our decade of educating
women from Afghanistan. One of you may
become president of your country, and I
am sure one w i l l become president of our
growing alumni club in Kabu l .
O u r award winning Bateman Com
petition PR students, one of the top three
teams in the country and their melllor
Amiee Shelton. The Mock Trial students
and their muse Lisa Newci ty. The students
who went to El Salvador and Kerri
Warren, who inspired them. M ichael
Melton's Finance 450 students one of the
best programs of i ts kind at any busi ness
school. And countless other examples of
student and faculty collaboration.
Thank you.

And a personal shout out to Hawk's
Herald editor All ison Col l ins who (in the
final issue or the year) clai med r was
disarming. dorky. endearing, committed to
the students and tru ly love this University.
That ' s high praise, and l ' I I take it. There
arc hundreds of stories in the Class or
20 IO and these arc just a few of them.
We have so few traditions at Roger
Williams. but this year I decided it was
time to bury one of them. That tradition or
as the Providence Journal described it.
"the most incongruous moment in
American higher education" was my effort
at si nging to the graduating class. And I
use the word singing loosely. l started it
inadvertently
five
years
ago
at
Commencement, reading a line from
Eminem when someone shouted. "Rap it,
..
Nirsch , But the song in me is gone. so
sorry Class of 20 I 0. no singing this year.
Unless you real ly want me to? OK, r reel a
l ittle li ke Peter Pan. Whal to sing? l am
unprepared total ly.
Each Tuesday, like many of you. I am
glued to "Glee," so maybe I should hold a
copy of your diploma high and ay ...

"channeling 'Glee', channeli ng MC Hammer,
'Cain't Touch This."' Although r believe Mel
Topf and Kate Mele would remind me that
··cain ' t" isn't a word.
What about the Glee cover of the song by
Journey, ··oon·t Stop Believing," also
featured on Family Guy and "The Sopranos"
finale ? B ut Scott Yonan and my daughter,
Jane, said that those songs had no graduation
theme embedded in them.
Some of you know l have eclectic music
tastes and several months ago I was slated to
see Lady Gaga at Mohegan Sun and actually
had a backstage pass to chat with her and
invi te her to this Commencement. She in
stead collapsed and cancelled the concert. I
believe this is j ust coincidence. r wrote her
expressing my concerns. and unfortunately
she isn · r here and hasn't responded to my
letter.
Stephanie Germanotta or Gaga. as her
friends call her, has transformed herself. by
work ing hard. by being innovative. by not
accepting obligatory, by challenging as
sumptions and creating something unique,
qui rky and special. She is also a phi losopher
knowing that in life we are all going to have

an odd relationship or two, be greeted with
stone-faced silence in an interview and well I
think you know where this is heading. Hit it!
[Lady Gaga rendition . . . l
You are more than kind and what's Rog
er Wil liams without traditions?
Thanks for being such a good class. Stay
involved. Visit. Work here, teach here, send
your kids here . . . no rush. On the way out,
hug your teachers, kiss your friends, high
five stranger , take pictures and memories.
But savor a last look, stop to smell the
nowers, please don' t pick them. it cost us a
bundle to plant them. Life moves quickly. so
in the words of my friend the late Warren
Zevon, make sure to enjoy every sandwich.
Congratulations to the Class of 20 I 0' !

Honorary Degree ' s are given
out to different people that
are deemed to have gone
above and beyond what Roger
Williams core values states.
This year ' s recipients were
Diane Mederos, Robert
Stocio, and William Bratton.

The President ' s Core Values Medallion is to
recognize seniors who exemplify the core
values of the university. This year ' s winners
were Lindsay Brugger, Ikekeen Hardy,
Katelin Richard, William DeVylder, Ashley
Lago, Angela Possinger, Lauren Marini,
Kemal Demirhisar, Chris DiSciullo, Kell eigh
Welch, Damara Sisti, and Elizabeth Correa.

Allison Livezey
(left) gave the
2010 student
address to her
class. Allison was
chosen out of many
applicants who
applied and had
their speeches
critiqued by a
corrumttee of
students and staff.

Seniors pose when
they walk off stage
after receiving
their diplomas.

Many seniors cannot hold in their excitement after the ceremony is over or
even during the ceremony. Many seniors enj oyed the moment by surroundine:
themselves with their fellow graduates as well as trying to find their families
during the ceremony.

RO B HAGERMAN

K ristie M a rie S c h m itt

Lauren,

Lau ren M itofsky

When we look at you. we
see a beautiful and
confident young woman
ready to lake on the world
Ride wilh the wind and be
happy 1n all you do.

We love you very much
Mom. Dad and Andrew

Rob.
The years have passed so quickly as we watched you grow
from an adventurous little boy. to an extraordinary Man.
You are a loving son. caring brother, and one of the best
friends anyone could ever ask for. We are so proud of all
that you have accomplished and look forward for all the
great things you have to come.

So dream big and reach far. Prepare for a future of endless
opportunities and embrace a world of infinite possibilities.
We love you so much and can't even put into words how
proud of you we are. Congratulations! !
xoxo
Love Always.
Dad. Mom. & Kristy

Dear Kristie,

Farm G i rls Rule!

Success and Happiness Allwaysl
Love, Mom, Dad , Phil and Matt

J E N N I FE R SOKOLS K I

Jennifer,
What an amazing four
years this has been!
You have worked so
hard to become such a
beautiful dancer and
realized your true love
of childre n . You've
touched so many
people along the way.
We are so proud & wish
you a lifetime of
happiness!
Love, Dad , Mom & Jon

.:

Wish upon a star and
don't ever forget . . how
very special you are,
amazing, beautiful,
Samantha.
All our love,
Mama and Papa

R ichard Wal l ba n k

Do not follow where
the path may lead.
Go, instead, where
there is no path and
leave a trail. Emerson,
We are so very proud
of you!
Love you,
MOM and DAD

B rian M c G rath

C h ristopher D i Sci u l l o
/(J Jt{I/ (70()((/

achMttj !f(Jttr
rfrramJ. 6111 livinfJ
!fNI/" !if
10!f(Jlt !rad!ftJ!lr
tiff' r/2r rtg/2r waif
ltr karma wit/
rakr C'arr (}O ilJdf.
T!tr rfrramJ Will
C'tJmr ff !JNI.
Ranrf;; PamC'/2

Words cannot express how proud we are of you. We know
whatever goals you will set for yourself you will achieve. You
are a caring, compassionate and hardworking individual and
this will help guide you in the future.
Love always,
Mom & Emily

JOH N HAN N I GAN
JOHN,
WE ARE SO VERY
PROUD OF YOUR
ACCOM PLISHMENTS.
WE KNOW YOU WILL
HAVE A SUCCESSFUL
CAREER I N PUBLIC
SERVICE. WE LOVE
YOU! MOM, DAD AND
KRISTEN

Ct1Jtflrrtl11111M11J.
MtJ!tt. l)atf
and Ph!t/J

Amy T. Falcone
Feet on g round . . .
Heart in hand . . .
Facing forward
Be you rself (Arden)
.. .WV

Mom & Dad

Corey Kon n ic k
Corey,
Wr: rr ) pro;;d / you 11

Good uck at

The Umvc:rs1ty of
South (Jrolina

Lwe

Mom & Dad
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Blai r E l izabeth A l b ri g ht

Bnan,

B rian S
Dear Brian,
We are so very proud
of you. Always
remember to do your
best no matter what it
is. You have achieved
so much i n the last 4
years.
You have grown into a
wonderful and
thoughtful young man.
Keep up the good work.
We love you very
much.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Dan and
Kelly

"Wild child full of grace
Savior of the human race"
-The Doors
Blair,
We are so proud of you for the person
you have always been, and for the
woman you have become. Not only
are you intelligent, but you exude a
gentle compassion and loving
kindness, that makes you so
wonderfully you.
You are as beautiful on the 1ns1de as
you are on the outside, and we all know
you have an amazing future ahead of
you. Remember to always follow your
dreams.
Love you, Mom, Dad, Kristen, Aunt
Dee Dee, Uncle Glen and Aunt Mary

Kal i Johanso n - Lang

M I C H A E L M cGA RTY
CONG RATULATIONS, M ICHAEL.
It's now time to go out and
CONQUER THE WORLD ! ! ! ! ! ! You
have all our Love and Support - Mom,
Dad, Steven, Corine, Lilly, Gram, and
The Gannon, Hawker, Kerris and
Silva Families.

Jessica,

Co1 kJr�.:itulat ic, 11sl We .;1re

SL, �1 rL•Uc1 L'f all t hat yL1U

have aCCL1 1 1 1�11ishc-c1 ' M�1y

yc•u always fi1 1c1 hap�1i1 1ess

�'ll lc1 success i1 1 life. We

love yL,u.
Mc1 l 1 1, Da., al lc1 D�1vd

Kacy Zabo rowski
Kacy, The years just
flew by. We have
watched you grow into
a courageous adult go
and make a difference
in the world we are so
proud of you.
Love, Mom and Dad

J essica G o l dste i n

k'lli, we've 0ive1 1 you yoUt- roots a i d 1 10w
yL1u've e.31'l lec1 your wil l<JS, Go fly 1
Oceal 1s c•f Lovc-,
Mc•l l l, Dac1, G1-�'1 1 d1 1 1L11 1 1, Na1 1a al k1 Bra 1 dy

C h risto p h e r N adeau
Chris,
We are so proud of the person you
have become and of all your
accomplishments. We know that any
path you take will lead to success.
Thank you for the joy you bring!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Ron and Mike

Austi n C . Wi rth

K E L L E I G H W E LC H

S e n i o rs of Student Senate 36
Courtney, Brian, Katie,
Gait, Ashley, Brendan,
Cory, and Jess
What's your issue?
Ours is... you're
leaving!

CONGRATULATIONS
AUSTIN!
We are so proud of you!
Love, MOM, DAD
and Brendan
" ALL that is gold does
not glitter, Not all those
who wander are lost "

N o e l l e Al lard

KELLEIGH,
YOU MAY BE ONE WHO LEARNED TO BRIDGE
THE WORLD, BUT OH WHAT A FOOTPRINT
YOU W I LL LEAVE AT RWU.
LOVE ALWAYS,
MOM, DAD, SHANNON & CORI E

Thanks for showing us
the path of doing the
Student Body good!
Love,
the underclassman of
Senate 36

Don't Forget To Write ! !

ASH LEY H I N S O N

The Hawk's Herald
wishes it's senior editors
the best of luck i n their
future endeavors.
Always remember o u r
late n i ghts and dance
parti es ! !
Noelle, We applaud your courage, determination,
and commitment to always give the best of yourself
in all you do. We pray your dreams take you to the
corners of your smiles, to the highest of your hopes,
to the windows of your opportunities, and to the
most special places your heart has ever known.
CONGRATULATIONS!
Love you forever, Mom, Dad, Danielle and Family

CONGRATULATIONS
ASHLEY! Your great
work ethic and
personal integrity have
gotten you far. You
can achieve all of your
dreams.
Love, Mom & Dad

Keep i t RAR E ! !

Con g ratu l ations I CC Sen i o rs

Adrian A rroyo

VJanielle ,SJ. riacrihance
fr· M1

./pmol .1 ,oilaoli.'

Brian LeDuc

1 1m olili/1 ycm i/1111111,,
tr/Ill' l1111.1

Chris D i Sciullo

·ri , m,· ., p1r.///l r.(

Liz Capizola
Cora Tetreault
Justin Cirisoli

Thank you for all yo u r love and
support.
Best wishes,
Love your ICC Fami ly
YOU KEPT IT CLASSY! ! !

If"·'

h,,, '/r.11--- I/rm & :.I Ii(/

E m i ly N ason
Emily,
Congrats on your
many impressive
accomplishments.
We wish you joy in the
years ahead.
Trust your instincts,
follow your heart.
Love, Mom and Dad

J e n n ifer Linehan
Congratulations! W e are so proud of you
and what you have accompl ished !
We love you very m uch!
Love Dad, Mom and Rob

Congratulations!
We are so proud of you.
You have achieved so
much. I can't believe
four years have passed
so quickly.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Student P rograms & Leade rship
Seniors
The Department of Student Programs &
Leadership would l i ke to than ks our Office
Assistants and Prog ram Assistants for all the
hard work that you p rovided to the
department. Thank you and we will miss you.

Amanda Ben nett
Jerrel Burgo
Kerry Bu rke
Courtney Campbell
Caitleen Evers
Michelle Santos
Ashley Saunders
Lindsey S u l l ivan
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Than ks fo r the Ente rtai n m e nt ! !
Congratu lations to the Seniors!
CEN:
J i l l Zalewski
Emma DeGregorio
Ted Beatty
Cat Stines
Stage Crew:
Corey Kon nick
Nick Reboca
Hemat Raz
Karen Eng
Concierge:
M ichelle Caprice
I rena Gagulic
Lindsey Glazer
B rittney G racia
Jiani Jiang
Sara Tiani
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rear\ �el,:t:nnn w:1 ... lnn11 -:"111 f •., , pion, I ,r
both the paruc,p,:mt:; ,1n... ! :h,x,.; j i.:Jg;;1g.
Other mascou, mcluded in the proce:..s
were: Wild D. Cat of Villanova Univer
sity, Scroue of RhoJc Island School of
Design, Brurn::i the Buckeye of Ohio
State, Uga of the University of Georgia,
Falcon of Air Force Acatlemy, Albert the
Gator of Florida State U111versity, Sammy
the Banana Slug of the University
California-Santa Cru:, Billiken of St.
Louis Univerrny, Blue Bob of Xavier
Univer�ity an<l Ramses the Ram rcprci
senting North Carolina Univer:,ity.
A committee made up of four
NMA professionals, Ronald Meyers,

Classifieds
Section E

Entertainment
Section F

Features
Section L

,,.Pr-1 1 1 ._n,11,I.- -,n,l ,·n• H1\·ll\'
! : ·::�:... � n·, v mu:-:th ;uvr:,e; t!1�a
hcgan in October mvolved lots of
airplane rides, rental car�, and fm,ti food
scars. The four Judge, bcg,111 111 Florida at
Florida Stare U111vers1ty, and while
enJoying the sunshine and the benches,
they surveyed Alhert the Gator. From
there, they traveled lO North Carolina,
where they spc.::nt rime lookmg at Ramse�
the Ram and talked to people all over
campu.s to get a feel for how Ramse.s
affects rhe attitude around school. Next,
Meyers, Hammerstein, Kenney and Davis
headcJ to Ohio, then Pennsylvania,
RhoJe Island, Missouri , Georgia, Colo-

LISA LING SPEAKS
AT RWU
When Lisa Ling went ro Afghanistan
for Channel One News she saw kids
holding guns that were bigger than them
selves. 11 h was just :so disturbing," �he
said. "They had these looks of uuer
lifeles:sncss in their eyes. 11 This was one of
many foreign assignments that Ling 1 who
spoke at Roger Williams University last
Tuesday and t0 The Hawk's Herald,
talked about.
" People, I think, are hungry to know
whaes happening everywhere," Ling
said. She suggested that documentary
films cou!J make a campus less apathetic.
''You could make das.ses mandate chat
people watch documentaries, Ling said.
She suggested " Pray the Devil Back to
Hell," a documentary about Liberian
citiz.ens who have been ahle ro change
things in their war-torn counny.
Ling talked about conflicts she
reported on in Afghanistan, I raq and the
Congo, among other places.
"The best education I was ever able to

t h,� 1··1mn• t'- lf"',L· 1nn -,r h.,., �1
;nt..:-:,1;..u;J v. :th th... �tuJ
. .... nl.::o t1n\.: ....v1111111..1ni ty, how they pumped up their !>tudents,
nnJ how the swJenLs rated their presence
m general . After the rour around the
country,
the Jutlge, met back at the N� 1 A
f
of ice, i n N e w York City co g o over what
they had surveyed.
At the end of the Jeliheration,
the Judge, decided rh,n Swoop was the
olwious winner of the 20 IO Big Bird on
Campu:, conte!>L "Rngcr Williams
Univer:,ity is an upcoming msurntion
and we felt that Swoop had a lot of prom
ising qualities and provided a certain
excitement around campus 1 noted Hami
See SWOOP - Section H
"
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'Gaudet, Eliot Gibbs,
lJonathan Golden,
Jessica Goldstein,
christopher Grant,
1Edward R Gushue,
I
Amanda Haskins,
Amanda Hayes, Ryan
,Horowitz, Brigid
Houlihan , Kali
Johanson -Lang, Kara
1Johnson, Kerry
Johnston, Ryan
Kisken, Nicholas
Kochanasz, Danielle
LaChance, Brian
LeDuc, Jennifer
Linehan, Madelyn
Love, Sean MacPher
son, Ronit Malekan,
Michael Marinaccio,
Todd Massari, Shawn

acquire was through travel/ Ling �aid.
Her hotel room in Kabul had bullet
holes throughout, she said. When she got
back to America, no one knew about the
war she haJ just witncsscJ between
Afghanistan and the Soviet Un,on, she
See LING • Section B

Meagher, Joseph
Mello Ill, Emily Nason,
Christopher O'Brien,
Janel Olmstead,
Vanessa Piccirilll,
Jenny Rapp, Shannon
Riccio, Danielle
Rubenstein, Steven
Rubino, Ashley
Saunders, Alyssa
Schankman, David
Shapiro, Michael A.
Simeone, Ashlee
Soares, Jennifer
Sokolski, Jordan
Steiger, Catherine
Stines, Rachel Taylor,
Ashley Thomas,
Vanessa Thurston,
Richard Wallbank,
Kyle Warner, Kayla
Waskiewicz, Kelleigh
Welch, Ashley Wojnar,
Kacy Zaborowski,
Jillian Zalewski
..I,
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